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ABSTRACT

A Publish-Subscribe Sytem for Data Replication and Synchronization among
Integrated Person-Centric Information Systems

by

Xiangbin Qiu, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2010

Major Professor: Dr. Stephen W. Clyde
Department: Computer Science
Synchronization of data across an intregated system of heterogenous databases
is a difficult but important task, especially in the context of integrating health care
information throughout a region, state, or nation. This thesis describes the design and
implementation of a data replication and synchronization tool, called the Sync Engine,
which allows users to define custom data-sharing patterns and transformations for an
integrated sytem of heterogenous person-centric databases. This thesis also discusses
the relationship between the Sync Engine’s contributions and several relevant issues
in the area of data integration and replication. The Sync Engine’s design and
implementation was validated by adapting it to CHARM, a real-world integrated
system currently in use at the Utah Department of Health.
(124 pages)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In today’s information age, sharing related information among isolated
systems has become increasingly important to organizations that need to improve the
quality and availability of their data. Most integrated information systems are built to
provide a unified view of data from different information sources. For example, in the
health-care arena, an integrated system can give doctors access to more complete
information about their patients by combining data from multiple sources, such as
hospitals, laboratories, and specialists. However, the diverse nature of heterogenous
data sources often complicates the integration process. Data from different sources are
usually not compatible with each other in structure or semantics, even if they
represent similar facts. Moreover, political concerns, such as data stewardship
responsibilities and data confidentiality, can further complicate matters. Chapter 2
discusses these and other issues related to data heterogeneities in more detail.
Successfully sharing information from independent sources usually requires
analyzing, comparing, extracting, transforming, reconciling, transferring, and finally
applying shared data. This thesis introduces a data replication and synchronization
tool, called the Sync Engine, that uses a publish-subscribe system to share data among
heterogeneous information systems in a customizable way. The Sync Engine utilizes
the power of a publish-subscribe architecture [1] to achieve flexible and centralized
control of data distribution.
With the Sync Engine, system administrators define event channels that
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represent interesting types of changes in the overall system’s data. See Figure 1.1.
They also define the conditions under which a given participating data source will
publish specific data changes to that event channel (publication criteria) and which of
the other data sources are interested in receiving that change (event channel
subscriptions). Builtin data transformation mechanisms ensure that published data is
in a canonical format so all the event-channel subscribers can interpret it. The Sync
Engine also gives subscribers easy access to the same data transformation tools, so
they can convert the canonical data from an event channel into their own local format.
The actual integration of data received from an event channel into a local database is
at the discression of that system’s data stewards. In some cases, this process can be
automated. In other situations, it may require human review of the information
flowing from an event channel before they merge it into the local database.
To be help subscribers know which records a particular change is for, the Sync

Figure 1.1 The publish-subscribe model used by the Sync Engine.
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Engine relies on an external record reconciliation or correlation tool, such as
CHARM’s Matcher [2], to link together the records across all of the participating
databases. Such a component, often referred to as a Master Person Index (MPI) in
person-centric system, is an essential part of any integrated system. An in-depth
discussion of MPI’s is beyond the scope of this thesis. For readers interested in this
topic, there are a number of existing publications that describe different kinds of
MPI’s and their relative qualities [3, 4, 5].
Chapter 3 discusses the application of the Sync Engine to different
architectures for integrated system. It also discusses the Sync Engine’s relationship to
issues of data integration and data replication. Comparisions between the Sync Engine
and other similar existing tools are also conducted and discussed. Chapter 4 describes
the design principles and general architecture of the Sync Engine.
For validation and evaluation, this project adapted the Sync Engine to a real
world integrated information system, namely, the Child Health Advanced Records
Management (CHARM) system operated by the Utah Department of Health [6].
CHARM is a person-centric information system that allows independent public
health-care programs to exchange data about children who have received, are
receiving, or need health-care services in Utah. The Sync Engine has access to each
participating program with a specifically configured Sync Agent. CHARM’s own core
database contains a complete set of child-centric person profile records gatherd from
all the participating programs, while also acting as a subscriber in the Sync Engine.
CHARM represents a typical integrated environment wherein the Sync Engine can
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function to facilitate data exchange. Chapter 5 discusses adaptation of the Sync
Engine to CHARM and provides an evaluation of this work, as well as suggests some
future improvments for CHARM’s use of the Sync Engine.
The application of the Sync Engine to CHARM was successful in that it
fulfilled its goal of synchronizing data changes in the participating systems with
CHARM’S core database and to one data consumer, namely the ORSIS system.
Furthermore, several of the other participating programs are currently in the process
of establishing guidelines for how they will integrate changes flowing from their
event-channel subscriptions back into their own local databases.
For the system administrators, setting up the Sync Engine is merely a matter of
defining the desired event channels, the publication criteria, configuring the data
transformation rules, and allowing participating programs to subscribe to the event
channels. The Sync Engine’s code requires little change when integrating a new
participating program.
The initial application of the Sync Engine to CHARM proved useful in sharing
demographic information about persons receiving public health services in Utah, but
was limited to types of data that were common to all of the participating systems. This
gave rise to a future extension that would allow the sharing of virtual any type of data
found thorough the integrated system. Chapter 6 outlines this and other ideas for
future improvements to the Syn Engine, in general.
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CHAPTER 2
DATABASE HETEROGENITY, DATABASE INTEGRATION
AND REPLICATION PROBLEM

System integration helps organizations provide information services more
efficiently and effectively across agencies and departments. To successfully integrate
multiple systems, data integration and data replication techniques play vital roles. The
design and implementation of the above two largely determines the quality of the
overall integrated systems. However, since systems are usually tuned for the benefits
of their own limited user community, heterogeneities arise from different sources
within the systems to be integrated. Various strategies and techniques are needed to
accommodate these heterogeneities.
This chapter provides a brief background of integrated information systems, a
classification of heterogeneities among databases, and the issues of database
integration and replication. Specifically, Section 2.1 introduces the concept of an
integrated information system, five prototypical architectures used to build them, and
some of their most common features. Section 2.2 classifies heterogeneities that can
exist between independent databases, and explains causes for these heterogeneities
and how they affect system integration. Section 2.3 introduces the area of data
integration and explains data integration processes most closely connected to the
purpose of the Sync Engine. Section 2.4 introduces the issue of database replication
and the common architectures and techniques used to solve the problem.
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2.1 Integrated Information System
An integrated information system is a system that connects multiple
autonomous information sources through an integration infrastructure to provide users
and applications with a unified view of the participating data sources [7]. Since the
early 1990’s, many businesses and public organizations have realized the importance
and benefits of information sharing through information integration [8]. Nowadays,
various types of integrated information systems are functioning in every aspect of our
daily lives. Consider a real life experience in the public health arena, reported by Dr.
J.T. Finnell [9]. A patient complaining of crushing chest pain was admitted to the
emergency room of the Wishard Memorial Hospital. Because of his condition, the
patient could not provide a medical history. The patient’s symptoms were typical of a
heart attack, in response to which, the ER staff usually gave the patient a blood
thinner. Fortunately, Wishard Memorial Hospital was part of an integrate health
information system and the doctors were able to access the patient’s history
electronically. They learned immediately that the patient had recently been treated for
a head injury in a nearby hospital. A blood thinner would put the patient at risk for
bleeding in the brain and could cause serious injury. With the right information,
doctors in this case were able to prescribe an appropriate treatment. While a medical
disaster was avoided in this instance, misdiagnoses are all too common in emergency
rooms across the country. In the area of health care, the importance of information
sharing is not just about reducing cost and providing better services, and in some
cases, it may save lives.
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Depending on the application domain, building environment, and the
requirements of the individual participating systems, an integrated information system
can have various kinds of architectural design. The Unique Records Portfolio [10]
describes a list of possible architectures for person-centric integrated information
systems. The following five sections summarize the major prototypical architectures
that represent the most common integrated systems. A Sync Engine framework may
be effectively applied to any of the following architectures.
2.1.1

Central Index
This architecture has a master person index system with sufficient

demographic information on every person to do effective matching across the
integrated system. Record locator services (RLS) works with the MPI to help
participating programs to find a specific records for person across the whole system.
When finding person-specific information, an RLS can work in the following ways:
•

The RLS tells the requesting program the location of the person record,
and the requesting program goes there and finds the person;

•

The RLS initiates the communication between the requesting program and
the source program; and the source programs send the person record
directly back to the requesting program;

•

The RLS finds the person record from source programs and returns it to
the requesting program.

2.1.2

Peer-to-Peer
In this architecture, the requesting program finds a person record by calling
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all the source programs with the same demographic information, and the source
programs reply directly to the requesting program. This architecture does not require a
central database, but either all the participating programs need to know all the other
participating programs or there needs to be an intermediate communication
component that knows all the participating programs.
2.1.3

Arm‘s Length Information Broker
This architecture maintains a central data repository with demographic person

information for persons known to the system. It differs from the central index
architecture, however, in that each participating program has an agent that performs
the RLS function. This agent also provides data transformation services and handles
all communications for its participating program. The architecture isolates
participating programs from each other, thus not only allowing them to remain
independent but also decoupling their ongoing evolution.
2.1.4

Central Database
In this architecture, a central authority operates a central database for all the

sharable information of a person from all the participating programs, including
demographic information, service-related information, and program data. This
architecture requires periodic bidirectional synchronization on sharable information
between participating programs and the central database.
2.1.5

Partitioned Central Database
Like the central database architecture, a partitioned central database contains

all the sharable information of a person. However, instead of having one central
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database, it maintains a collection of data vaults (data repositories). It allows one
participating program to be associated with one data vault. In this way, information
synchronization only occurs between the participating program and its corresponding
data vault.

2.1.6

Summary of the Architectures
No matter on which architecture an integrated information system is built, its

essential goals are to connect different autonomous data sources and to share
information with a unified view of data from integrated systems. However, each of
the participating data sources is inherently different from each other. Every system is
built for the benefit of its own user groups. For most systems, integration is not
considered during their initial design and implementation. Such concerns often arise
further down the road. Therefore, even though two systems provide very similar
functions with similar data, they may different significantly in structure and semantics.
Besides the technical factors mentioned above, there are a lot of non-technical factors
that can also result in significant differences among participating systems. These
factors include political issues, security and confidentiality concerns, organization
boundaries, data management procedures and public perceptions, etc. All these factors
lead to heterogeneities at different levels of a system (as discussed in the next section),
which in turn pose the greatest challenges for building an integrated system.
2.2 Heterogeneity in Information Systems
From hardware configuration to software systems to data representation, every
information system can be built very differently. Choices are made based on a lot of
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Information Heterogeneity
Semantic Heterogeneity
Schematic (Structural, Representational) Heterogeneity
Syntactic (Format) Heterogeneity
System Heterogeneity
Application Heterogeneity
Platform Heterogeneity

Figure 2.1 Classification of heterogeneity in information systems.

factors, both technical and nontechnical. This section gives a classification of
heterogeneities that can exist in information systems. Figure 2.1 shows one
perspective on heterogeneity [11].
2.2.1

System Heterogeneity
This type of heterogeneity concerns the differences in the platforms of

component systems. In other words, systems with this kind of heterogeneity have
different hardware configurations, use different operating systems, or employ
different communication systems.
2.2.2

Syntactic Heterogeneity
Syntactic heterogeneity comes from three major differences among the

underlying data models of participating database systems. First, they can come from
differences in the general classes of data models, such as relational versus
object-oriented. Second, they can come from differences in the data integrity
constraints expressed in data models. For example, insertion and retention constraints
are supported by network database models but not by relational database models. In a
relational system, a trigger or some other mechanism is needed to capture such
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semantics. Finally, different query languages represent and manipulate data in
different data models, such as OQL for objected-oriented models and SQL for
relational models.
2.2.3

Schematic Heterogeneity
Schematic heterogeneity refers to the presence of semantically related data

concepts having conflicting structural representations in different database systems. It
is also referred to as structural or representational heterogeneity [12]. According to
Kim and Seo [13], schematic conflicts fall into the following three major categories:


Table-versus-table conflicts—These conflicts occur when different
component databases use different definitions to represent information in
tables, for example, different table names, structure or constraints on the
tables.



Attribute-versus-attribute conflicts—Different definitions for
semantically equivalent attributes in different component databases cause
these conflicts. Sheth and Kashyap [14] refer to this type of conflict as a
“domain incompatibility problem” and further classify it into six
categories:


Naming conflict refers to a situation in which two attributes that are
semantically alike have different names.



Data representation (data type) conflict refers to a situation in which
two semantically similar attributes have different data types or
representations.
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Data scaling conflict refers to a situation in which two semantically
similar attributes have different units of measurement. For example,
in a child-health-care database, baby birth weight may be recorded in
pounds, while in another database it may be recorded in ounces.



Data precision conflict refers to a situation in which two
semantically similar attributes have different precisions. Since the
two attributes have different precision levels, a many-to-one
mapping from the domain of the precise attribute may be created to
the domain of the coarse attribute. For example, one database may
record course grades in a 100 point scale, while another database
may have letter grades (A, B, C, D, and F). There can be a
many-to-one mapping from the 100 point scale to the letter grades.



Default value conflict refers to a situation in which two semantically
similar attributes have different default values. For example, in
person-centric systems, some databases may give 18 as default age
for adulthood while other databases may define it as 21.



Attribute integrity constraint conflict refers to a situation in which
two semantically similar attributes are restricted by different
integrity constraints.



Table-versus-attribute conflicts—These conflicts occur when some
component databases use tables while others use attributes to represent
the same information. These conflicts may arise when two entities are
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represented at different levels of generalization in two different databases.
For example, to differentiate between children and associated adults to
children in child-health-care information systems, one database may use
an “is-adult” flag field to represent the concept, while another database
may simply choose to put child records into a “Baby” table and their
associated adult records into a “Person” table.
2.2.4

Semantic Heterogeneity
Semantic heterogeneity occurs when there is a disagreement about the

meaning, interpretation, or intended use of the same or related data [15]. George [16]
defines semantic heterogeneities as differences in the real world interpretation of
context, meaning, and use of data. In other words, semantic heterogeneities occur
when same or similar terms are interpreted and used differently at different data
sources. This type of heterogeneity is usually subtle and difficult to identify since
context information of terms used in a database is pervasively missing from daily
database design. Homonyms are examples of semantic heterogeneity.
Among the above four types of heterogeneity, schematic and semantic
heterogeneity are the major obstacles to system integration and data sharing. These
two types of heterogeneities are usually entangled and cannot be resolved
independently. Besides all the heterogeneities listed above, the nature of data itself
also can be problematic. For example, the problems of wrong data, missing data fields,
and inconsistent data make the process of data integration even more complicated.
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2.3 Data Integration Issues
Data integration is the process of combining data residing at different data
sources, and providing the user with a unified view of these data [17]. It is essentially
the process through which an integrated system is built. Lenzerini [17] characterizes
data integration systems as an architecture based on a global schema and a set of data
sources. The sources contain the real data, while the global schema provides a
reconciled, integrated, and virtual view of the underlying sources. Through this virtual
global view, users of the integrated system gain uniform access to data of underlying
systems. Two basic approaches are used to model the relation between a global
schema and its sources. The first is the global-as-view (GaV) [18] in which the global
schema is expressed in terms of the data sources. The second is the local-as-view
(LaV) [19] in which every data source is defined as a view over the global schema.
No matter which approach is used to build an integrated system, in general, source
systems are autonomously designed and implemented and are not designed for
integration. Consequently, the systems and their data will not fit together. Therefore,
to have integrated access to different source systems, a series of adaption and
reconciliation steps are needed for the integration. Figure 2.1 depicts an example of
data integration process.
While Section 2.1 familiarizes the reader with several common building
architectures of integrated systems from a person-centric perspective, this section
focuses on several important logical and procedural steps within the process of data
integration that are related to our work on the Sync Engine. These include schema
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mapping, data cleansing, data transformation, data reconciliation problem.
2.3.1

Schema Matching and Schema Mappings
Schema matching is the process of identifying semantically related elements in

different schemas. Schema mappings are the result of the schema matching process
that gives the mapping relationship between the source schema to the target schema.
Schema matching and schema mapping are usually used interchangeably. Schema
matching is a very critical step in many data translation and integration application
domains [20, 21]. In E-commerce, it helps map messages between different XML
formats; in data warehouses, it helps to map data sources into warehouse schemas; in
data migration projects, it helps translate the data in legacy format to a new target
format; in data integration, schema mappings help in the tasks of generating global
schema, query reformulation over heterogeneous sources, duplicate data elimination,
and automatic streamlining of workflow activities that involve heterogeneous data
sources [22].
Given the wide application of schema matching in so many domains, a lot of
work has been done in this area in the past two decades. Various techniques are
applied to solve the problem, including machine learning techniques [ 23, 24], neural
networks [25, 26, 27], graph theory [28, 29, 30], auxiliary information sources and
thesauri [21, 31, 32], and combinatorial approaches [33]. Detailed surveys on the
approaches for automatic schema matching can be found in [17, 34].
Although these tools comprise a significant step toward the goal of automating
the process of schema matching, no single approach or a set of combined approaches
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can become a generic solution to the problem. Due to the schematic and semantic
heterogeneities and a prevalent lack of formalized semantic information in current
information systems, automated approaches can never be perfect. In general,
automatic schema mapping is an AI-complete 1 problem. Current tools are only able
to help ease the labor-intense process of creating the mappings. It is unrealistic to
expect a single mapping tool to identify correct mapping for any possible concept in a
domain. No matter which tool is used, database expertise and business knowledge,
e.g., a good understanding of the meaning of the schemas to be mapped are always
needed to be able create the correct mappings.
2.3.2

Data Reconciliation Problem
Data reconciliation is defined as the matching of data at an instance level,

following by the linking or merging the matching instances. Depending on the
integrated system and how these three basic tasks are organized, it is the same thing as
or involves reference reconciliation, record linkage, deduplication, reference
matching, or object identification. As depicted in Figure 2.2, the reconciling process
usually takes place after the data transformation process and before data merging.
Semantic heterogeneities can cause serious problems for data reconciliation
because it may not be able to determine whether two data instances are for the same
real-world person. To be more specific, examples of simple semantic heterogeneities
that can causes real problems include typos, abbreviations, synonyms, different

1

In the field of artificial intelligence, the most difficult problems are informally known as AI-complete or AI-hard,
implying that the difficulty of these computational problems is equivalent to solving the central artificial
intelligence problem—making computers as intelligent as people, or strong AI.
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Data sources

Data sources

Schema Mapping

Data Cleansing

Data Transformation

Data Reconciliation

Data Merging

Application

Figure 2.2. A data integration process.

naming conventions, and alternative formats.
The amount of data in an integrated system that needs to be reconciled can be
very large, so reference reconciliation typically needs to be automatic. Approximate
string matching by itself and, in some cases, in combination with domain-specific
rules are common approaches to the problem, but not generally effective. More
advanced approaches use multiple attribute values or clues.
2.3.3

Data Transformation and Data Cleansing Problem

Both data transformation and data cleansing are very important steps of data
integration and the extract, transform, and load (ETL) process of data warehousing or
data migration. In the types of integrated information systems that only have a global
virtual view or schema, data is neither preprocessed nor loaded into any intermediate
data storage facility. The data transformation and cleansing process are applied to the
source data only when it is requested and accessed by a client user or application of
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the integrated information systems. In other words, the transformation and cleansing
is done on the fly, and the resultant data is transferred back to the end user
immediately. Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 depict the data transformation and cleansing
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Figure 2.3. A data integration architecture.
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Figure 2.4. An extract, transformation, and load architecture.
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process in the context of data integration and the ETL processes, respectively. No
matter how the transformation and cleansing process happens, they face the same
essential problems.
In general, data transformation is defined as the process of converting data
from the source format to a target format. Data cleansing, also referred to as data
cleaning, or data scrubbing, is the process of detecting and removing errors and
inconsistencies from data in order to improve the quality of the data [35].To clarify
the issues that data transformation and cleansing deal with, we first need to
understand the problem of data quality. Rahm and Do classify major data quality
problems into single source problems and multi-source problems, as depicted in
Figure 2.5 [35]. The kinds of problems that data transformation seeks to solve are
inconsistencies in the structure, representation, and format of the data. These kinds of
inconsistencies result mainly from the schematic and semantic heterogeneities
mentioned in Section 2.2. Among all the major data quality problems, data

Figure 2.5. Classification of data quality problems.
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transformation does the best job of solving multi-source schema-level problems. On
the other hand, both single-source and multi-source instance-level problems, as well
as some single-source schema-level data quality problems, are resolved by the data
cleansing process. As we can see, the problems data transformation and data cleansing
seek to solve are very closely related. In most approaches, the two processes are
intertwined. Data cleansing usually follows the following steps:


Data analysis—Detailed data analysis is essential for spotting the errors and
inconsistencies shown in Figure 2.5. Data profiling and data mining tools can be
used to gain metadata about the data properties and detect data quality problems
of target data set.



Definition of transformation workflow—Since each of the data sources are
supposed to be heterogeneous, a unique set of data transformation steps must be
planned for each data source. However, the definition of each transformation step
can be similar, and some of them may be reused for designing the workflow of
other data sources.



Verification—Resultant workflows from the previous step need to be tested and
evaluated for correctness and effectiveness. This can usually be done by applying
it to a sample of the source data. Like the spiral process of software engineering,
the analysis, design, and verification steps can be done in several iterations as
needed.



Transformation—Finally, execution of the transformation steps occurs either by
running the ETL workflow for loading and refreshing a data warehouse or while
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answering queries against a set of data sources.
Existing approaches for data cleansing include using declarative languages to
specify transformation process [36, 37, 38, 39, 40], using an interactive interface to
produce transformation process gradually [41], and using rule-based approaches to
design the transformation process [42, 43]. There are also some special domain
cleaning tools designed to clean specific types of data like names or addresses.
2.4 Data Replication among Heterogeneous Databases
Data replication is the process of generating, reproducing, and maintaining a
defined set of data in one or more locations [44]. Data replication among databases is
important in that it provide users with access to up-to-date data where and when they
need it. The benefits of data replication include improved performance when
centralized resources get overloaded, increased data availability, and capacity relief.
In terms of communication and timeliness, the replication process can be
either synchronous or asynchronous. The relationship between databases within the
replication process can be a master-slave relation, meaning only one primary copy of
the data can be accessed, and the rest of the copies are only readable. On the other
hand, in multi-master replication systems, more than one copy of the replication can
be updated, and updates on any of the copies are synchronized to all replications. For
data change capturing, there are currently two major approaches, namely, log-based
capture and trigger-based capture. The following sections introduce each of these
processes.
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2.4.1

Synchronous Replication
With synchronous replication, replicated data is updated immediately when

the source data is updated. The integrity of the data is guaranteed by using a
two-phase-commit protocol. Transactions either get committed to all of the sources
and replicated ends or to none of them at all. Synchronous replication has the
advantage of the guarantee of full synchronization at all times. This eliminates the
possibility of update collisions. However, the overhead of the two-phase commitment
can significantly degrade system performance. Also, a single point of failure is
introduced into the system when any replicated systems fails or any of the
interconnections to them fail. Such failures also impact availability of the system.
2.4.2

Asynchronous Replication
In asynchronous replication, the update of the source data and its replication to

replicated sites are independent from each other. Replication is conducted after a
certain delay. The amount of delay can range from minutes to hours depending on the
requirements of the system. Updates eventually get propagated to replicas and loose
synchronization is achieved. The advantage of asynchronous replication is that the
replication process is more robust, because there is no single point of failure. If a
particular site is down or is not accessible, the update to the source system is not
affected and the update is eventually propagated to the failed site once it is back
online.
2.4.3

Master-slave Replication
In a master-slave replication model, only one of the data locations has the
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Figure 2.6. An example master-slave replication system.

privilege to read and update data. All the rest of the replicas are read only sites. In this
way, all updates to the data are committed through a central/ primary location, and
then are replicated to backup or “slave” sites. Master-slave replication is also called
primary-backup replication or single directional replication [45]. The problem of
update collision naturally disappears in this kind of systems. Figure 2.6 illustrates this
kind of architecture.
2.4.4

Multi-master Replication

On the other hand, multi-master replication gives multiple sites the privilege of
updating data [46]. Also referred as multi-primary or multi-directional replication,
this kind of model requires detection and resolution of update conflict. Update
conflict occurs when different sites try to commit competing or incompatible updates
to each of their own replica. Usually, update conflicts are not detected until the
replication process starts. Common strategies for conflict resolution can be based on
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timestamp of conflicting transaction or within the underlying structure of the database
itself.
Compared to master-slave replication, multi-master replication models can
continue to update database when one of the master sites fails. The resource
utilization rate is also higher in multi-master systems, as any replicated system can
perform updates to database. The disadvantages of multi-master model are that
conflict resolution may introduce extra communication latency in eager (synchronous)
replication systems, while in lazy (asynchronous) replication systems we lose the
advantage of data consistency [47].
2.4.5

Log-based Change Capture
To propagate only changed data instead of the entire data set in database, a

change capture mechanism is needed for detecting changes to data. The most
commonly used change capture strategies are log-based capture and trigger-based
capture. With log-based capture, changes are detected by scanning logs maintained by
the database management system (DBMS) and then sent to other replication locations.
Typically, a log-based capture operates asynchronously due to its nature. However, it
has the advantage of low overhead against other change capture strategies since it
only uses the existing logs in the DBMS. Therefore, the change detection and
replication processes do not interfere with the normal operations of the source
database system. One problem with this approach, however, is that not all database
vendors disclose their internal log formats. Consequently, log-based capture is not
feasible for all systems.
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2.4.6

Trigger-based Change Capture
In a trigger-based capture, modifications to data that has been registered for

replication set off triggers inside the database. Those triggers in turn either directly
activate the replication process or push changed data into some kind of queue.
Therefore, trigger-based capture can either operate asynchronously or synchronously.
Since the processing of triggers happens at the same time as the processing of user
transactions, performance of the source database is affected directly. The advantages
of a trigger-based capture are that triggers are widely supported by various database
vendors and the design and implementation of those triggers can be relatively
consistent with only some minimal differences.
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CHAPTER 3
WHAT DOES SYNC ENGINE DO?

This chapter defines the work of the Sync Engine by discussing its relation to
the topics introduced in the previous chapter. Speciffically, it compares the work of
the Sync Engine and relevant issues in the area of data integration and data replication.
Some of the advantages of the Sync Engine’s approach are described at the end of the
chapter.

3.1 Supports for Multiple Types of
Integration Architecture
The Sync Engine can be adapted to person-oriented integrated system with
any of the architectures mentioned in Section 2.1. To effectively utilize the flexibility
of the publish-subscribe model and let records to be recognized through all the
publishers and subscribers in the system, it is essential for the system to have a central
index. One exception is for the peer-to-peer architecture, in which a central index is
no longer a requirement, as long as both “peers” share some common or equal unique
identifier. As in the arm’s length architecture, one sync agent is tailored for each
participating system in the integrated system through a customized configuration. The
agent serves as both a publisher and subscriber in the publish-subscribe system. All
communications with other databases and the sync server are through the agent. If
there is a central database or there are multiple central databases, each of them can be
configured and act just like an ordinary publisher and/or subscriber in the system. The
general messaging architecture of the Sync Engine has no problem supporting the
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communication between participating systems and the central databases.

3.2 Dealing with Heterogeneities of Integrated
Systems at Different Levels
With all types of heterogeneities of integrated systems in mind, one goal of the
Sync Engine’s design was to tolerate and resolve such heterogeneities as much as
possible. At the system level and application level, the Sync Engine allows
heterogeneities by using cross-platform techniques like J2SE and JDBC frameworks.
This means as long as a database has a driver that conforms to JDBC interface, it can
be integrated with the Sync Engine no matter on which kind of system it is running.
Schematic and semantic heterogeneities are far more complicated to tackle.
We resort to the standard and widely used SQL to resolve most of the common
heterogeneities in these areas. For example, we can use join statements to resolve
some simple table structure differences and use aliasing to deal with the naming
conflicts. To handle more complicated schematic and semantic heterogeneities like
data scaling conflicts and table-versus-attribute conflicts, a dynamic data translator
and a static data formatter were designed and built into the Sync Engine. With the
translator and formatter, administrators may specify a set of translation rules and
formatting rules. These combined with the power of SQL allow almost all types of
data transformation. However, a good understanding and knowledge of the
participating database’s structure and data is needed to realize the complicated issues
of semantic heterogeneity.
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3.3 It’s Not All about Data Integration
The problems that the Sync Engine faces share some common sub-problems
with data integration in general. Among them, the most relevant problems are the
schema mapping and data cleansing problems.
None of the schema matching and mapping approaches mentioned in Section
2.3.1, provide sufficient accuracy or performance for integrated health-care systems.
After all, schema matching can never be fully automated when dealing with a diverse
and broad domain, such as health care. So, the Sync Engine provides the system
administrator with an extremely powerful and flexible tool to map schemas explicitly
and to perform custom data transformations. Specifically, it allows system
administrators to define publication criteria using SQL queries and data
transformations using a series of the translation or formatting rules. With this
approach, schema mapping and data transformation is done is an extremely flexible
and yet convenient and clear way.
Although the Sync Engine gives good support for the ETL process needed by
data warehousing, it does not provide a unified view on the participating data sources
to end users. The Sync Engine needs an intermediate global schema compiled from all
the data sources for the sole purpose of hiding schematic and semantic heterogeneities
during the process of data sharing. Usually, this global schema is not exposed to any
external end users. Only the DBA of the participating program and the administrator
of the Sync Engine need to be aware of it. However, like the data warehousing
approach, it is possible to load all the data from participating programs and store them
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into a central database with a global schema. In this way, external end users may
directly query on all the source databases with a concrete global schema as opposed to
a virtual global schema, as in the approach of data integration. Thus, problems like
query reformulation and model management that help provide a unified query
interface over multiple data sources are never concerns of the Sync Engine.
3.4 Support for Database Replication
One of the major features of the Sync Engine is its supports for partial or full
data replication in heterogeneous environments. To avoid interferences with the
normal operation of participating databases and to minimize modifications to those
databases, the Sync Engine achieves data replication asynchronously. This is usually
effective enough to meet the data sharing requirements of most person-centric data
sources in real-world.
In terms of direction of replication, the Sync Engine supports both
master-slave replication and multi-master replication. By defining change detecting
channels according to the nature of different data and changes to the data, it is
possible to achieve a much more complicated replication policy. For example, part of
a database can be replicated with master-slave replication while some other part can
be replicated with multi-master replication. Details on how event channels work to do
this are given in Chapter 4. When dealing with multi-master replications, the Sync
Engine avoids replicating duplicate changes from different source databases. Other
conflict-resolution policies can be configured through the interface provided by the
Sync Engine or simply left to the choice of the end user.
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When it comes to detecting changes to data in source databases, the Sync
Engine uses neither log-based nor trigger-based capture. It queries the source database
directly for changes. As stated in the previous section, the problem with log-based
capture is that not all database vendors disclose their internal log format to users. This
limits the type of databases supported by the replication system. For a broad range of
compatibility, the Sync Engine cannot rely on a change log.
Another design principle for the Sync Engine is that it should not affect the
performance of the database that needs to be integrated, nor should it incur too many
changes to the database. Trigger-based capture results in unexpected and
unpredictable computational overhead, and thus interferes with the normal operation
of the participating database.
The Sync Engine detects all types of changes by directly querying source
databases. To avoid affecting performance of the participating database, all the
change detecting queries are scheduled to hit the database when the workload of the
database is very low. Changes to the source database are needed only when there is no
local table that records relevant change history information.

3.5 Major Advantages of the Sync Engine
and Relevant Work
As we can see from the above sections, the power of the Sync Engine comes
from its use of the publish-subscribe model together with its customizable publication
criteria and data transformation mechanisms. These not only give the Sync Engine
great flexibility in defining how data is shared among multiple databases, but also
enhance its compatibility with a wide range of database managers.
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Currently, there are several heterogeneous data (database) replication tools and
products available. Most of them give relatively good support for high-level
heterogeneities (mainly schematic and some semantic heterogeneity). However, they
tend to couple with one or another type of databases tightly, which means their work
only focuses on one or a few types of databases. GORDA is a middleware
architecture and programming interface for replication [48], but it needs to have
customized implementation for each database vendors. Wang, et al., describe the
log-based asynchronous replication approach of the Sybase replication server [49]. A
lot of popular database vendors also provide database replication support for their
own products. These include IBM’s DB2, MS-SQL Server, Oracle and MySQL, etc.
Most of these tools tends to work well when databases are all running on the same
type of DBMS, but they do not provide good support for heterogeneity on the DBMS
level.
On the other hand, there are also tools that provide a similar level of support to
most of today’s popular DBMSs like the Sync Engine does. This kind of tool usually
provides good support for heterogeneity on the system platform and application level.
Examples include DBReplicator [ 50] and Daffodil Replicator [51]. DBReplicator is a
powerful open-source Java application for network-based multi-master heterogeneous
database replication or filtered synchronization. Like the Sync Engine, DBReplicator
is also built upon the publish-subscribe model. It provides a GUI interface for adding
and dropping publications and subscriptions. However, while it provdies support for
filtering data to be replicated, DBReplicator provides very little support on tackling
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the schematic and semantic heterogeneities of participating systems.
The design of the Sync Engine takes all levels of heterogeneities into
consideration and leaves the user most of these capabilities while integrating
real-world independent database systems that are not only running on different
platforms with different DBMS, but also having totally different database schemas
and data representation formats.
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CHAPTER 4
ARCHITECUTRAL DESIGN OF SYNC ENGINE
The Sync Engine’s design accommodates schematic, syntactic, and semantic
heterogeneities, as well as variations in data sharing policies among the participating
programs. This chapter describes the architectural design of the Sync Engine and
applicability to general person-centric information systems. Specifically, Section 4.1
describes the requirements for the Sync Engine and Section 4.2 discusses the overall
architecture of the Sync Engine. Additional details about event channels, publication
criteria, and data transformation processes follow in Section 4.3. Section 4.4
addresses some additional implementation issues including handling system
heterogeneity, and message deduplication. Finally, Section 4.5 evaluates the design
and discusses possible future enhancements on the architecture.
4.1 Requirements for the the Sync Engine
To meet the requirement of general and flexible data sharing in person-centric
integrated information systems, the Sync Engine needs to meet the following
requirements:


Able to access and obtain participating database’s data across network
boundaries.



Provide a concise interface that allows users to define what needs to
be shared and how it will be retrieved from their database.



Provide a flexible interface that allows users to design customized
rules to transform data from local representation to common global
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representation and vice versa.


Provide a platform that allows certain data from one database to be
shared by one or several other specific database(s). Each specific part
of data should be able to be shared in a manner independent from
other parts.



Provide a flexible interface that allows users to direct certain types of
data to whom ever needs it.



Provide a flexible interface that allows users to define how they want
to process each type of data they receive within their own local
database.

4.2 Overall Architectural Design
The Sync Engine is built on the publish-subscribe model using an
asynchronous message pattern. It consists of two primary types of components: Sync
Server and Sync Agent. There is one central Sync Server that manages the event
channels and ensures that subscribers receive all published data. There are multiple
Sync Agents, one for each participating database. A Sync Agent uses the publication
criteria to check for data that needs to be published. It also handles data
transformation, and all communications with Sync Server.
4.2.1 Publish-Subscribe Model
In this model, senders (publishers) and receivers (subscribers) of messages
communicate in a very loosely-coupled fashion. In our case, Sync Agent coordinates
all the communication with each participating database and acts both as a publisher
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Figure 4.1. Flow of data within the Sync Engine.

and subscriber in the overall system. Each participating database has a Sync Agent
specifically configured for it in order to meet its data sharing needs. Sync Server is
responsible for receiving messages from and distributing messages to all the Sync
Agents. It acts as a message broker for all the publishers and subscribers. Figure 4.1
depicts the flow of data within the Sync Engine. USIIS, VS, and EHDI are some
examples of participating databases here.
As shown in the diagram, each of the participating databases, each of the Sync
Agents associated with them, and the central Sync Server are all designed to be able
to communicate with other components across network boundaries. Each of the Sync
Agents can be located in the same network zone with the participating databases, or
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with the Sync Server, or somewhere in between. Distribution of the system is up to
the users.
In the publish-subscribe model, subscribers typically receive only a subset of
the total messages published. The process of selecting messages for reception and
processing is called filtering. There are two common forms of filtering: topic-based
and content-based.
In a topic-based filtering, messages are published to “topics.” Subscribers in
such a system receive all messages published to the topics to which they subscribe,
and all subscribers to a topic receive the same messages. The publisher is responsible
for defining the type of messages associated with the topic so that subscribers can
subscribe.
With content-based filtering, messages are only delivered to a subscriber if the
attributes or content of those messages match constraints defined by the subscriber.
The subscriber is responsible for classifying the messages.
In the Sync Engine, topic-based filtering is the major way of directing
messages from the server side. We call “topics” event channels instead. Details of
event channels will be given in the following section. However, it is also possible to
achieve certain level of content-based filtering by configuring Sync Agent side.
4.2.2 Sync Message
It is through Sync Messages that data get transferred and shared between
different databases. Each Sync Message represents a certain type of change happened
to certain fields of a record. Each type of Sync Messages is generated by a Sync
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Agent for a participating database and then sent to Sync Server. Sync Server decides
which of the other databases in the integrated system should receive this type of
message then sends them to the Sync Agents associated with those databases.
From the content of a Sync Message, to the Sync Server can determine the
following:


the type of change this message represents,



where this message is published from (who is the author of the
message),



the person this message is about,



when this message is generated, and



the data fields affected by the change.

Figure 4.2 depicts a general structure design of Sync Message. The “PersonId”
attribute here should be a global central index that uniquely identifies a person within
the integrated system.

Figure 4.2. Structural design of Sync Message.
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4.2.3 Event Channel
In the Sync Engine, an event channel is an abstract concept that represents
certain type of change to data common to two or more of the participating databases.
Sync Messages are generated by monitoring and detecting changes in corresponding
abstract channels with user-defined publication criteria. This means for each type of
Sync Messages, there is a corresponding abstract channel.
In general, like message types, there are four types of channels each
corresponds to a type of general change happened in a database. They are:


Addition—The insertion of certain records into a database.



Update—Some existing records in the database were changed at some
certain field(s).



Deletion—The removal of certain records in the database.



Merge—One of multiple existing records in the database was merged
with another one due to duplication or some other reason.

While the type of change is represented by channel type, we use the channel
name to indicate to which part of those data those changes occure. For example,
changes could either happen to the name fields of a person record or its address fields.
Besides, type and name, information about the publication criteria is also
included in the design of Channel. In the Sync Engine, publication criteria are
implemented using customized query statements. The design of Channel is shown in
Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. Structural design of Channel.

To allow maximum flexibility, the Sync Engine provides an interface for a
user to choose the channel type, specify channel name, and compose the detecting
query. The reader will recall that it is the end user who gets to decide what will be
shared with other systems, and the syntax of detecting query can vary from system to
system.
4.2.4 Sync Agent
A Sync Agent has two major responsibilities. First, it generates Sync
Messages with a set of predefined publication criteria, and then sends them out to
Sync Server. Second, when it receives subscribed messages from Sync Server, it
needs to process the messages accordingly.
Based on the above two requirements, the Sync Agent component is divided
into two major parts: one for processing outgoing messages and one for inbound
messages. Figure 4.4 shows the general structure of Sync Agent, including the
direction of data flows. As shown in the diagram, Channel Monitor handles
processing of outgoing data received from local database, and Sync Message Listener,
Sync Message Pusher, and Update Executor process inbound data from Sync Server
and send them to local database(s) accordingly. Details on each of the components in
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Figure 4.4. General structural design of Sync Agent.

Sync Agent are given below.
Channel Monitor. As suggested by its name, the Channel Monitor monitors a
list of channels defined by user. It consists of six components: Sync Message Sender,
interfaces to a matcher, translator, formatter, and IDMapper. See Figure 4.5.
Users specify channels through which they want to publish messages by
setting channel configuration in the Channel Monitor configuration file. The file is
then read and loaded by the Channel Monitor Configuration object during runtime.
Channel Monitor detects changes in these channels by initiating the “scan” method of
each of the channels. The scan method executes the detecting query associated with
the channel. In this way, Channel Monitor pulls a list of data from each of the
channels. We call it primitive Sync Message Data as these data will then be used
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Figure 4.5. Class diagram of Channel Monitor.

for building Sync Messages. The elements in the list of Sync Message Data will then
be processed one by one according to their types. The details on how each type of
primitive Sync Message Data is processed by the Channel Monitor to generate
corresponding messages are given below:
Addition: When a new person record is inserted into a local database, the
Channel Monitor picks up the record by scanning the channel defined by the user. The
data of the person is translated and formatted into a global representation and is then
matched against all the person records already known to the integrated system.
Usually, the integrated system keeps the demographic information of all the persons
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known to the system. Therefore, even if a person record is new to one local system, it
may have already been known to the integrated system since other participating
systems may previously have inserted the person record into the local system. So, a
matching process for each new person record is needed to see if that record is really a
new person for the integrated system. If there is no match against the central database,
the person’s demographic data then should be inserted into the central database and a
central person id is assigned to the person and returned to Sync Agent. It is the agent’s
responsibility to maintain the mapping between a person record’s local program id
and its central person id. IdMapper component is designed to access and maintain the
mapping data for each participating system. As mentioned earlier, the matching
process resorts to some component external to the Sync Engine. If a match is found
from the central database, the person’s central id should be returned to the agent. The
agent adds the mapping between the person’s central id and its local program id. If no
match is found, the mapping is simply inserted with the newly generated central
person id. In this case, the person’s record is considered a new record to the integrated
system. A Sync Message that represents the new person is generated with the
primitive Sync Message Data and sent to Sync Server. Figure 4.6 illustrates this
process.
Update: Generating update messages is much simpler. No matching process is
needed since the record that got changed is already known to the integrated system.
Figure 4.7 illustrates how an update message is processed by Channel Monitor
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Figure 4.6. Processing of addition Sync Message.
.

Figure 4.7. Processing of update Sync Message.
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By scanning the update channel defined by the user, the Channel Monitor gets
a list of Sync Message Data that contains each record’s local program id together with
the data that describe specific changes to the record. The program id is used by
IdMapper to get the person’s central id. Like the addition message, the data needs to
be translated and formatted to the global representation before it is packed into a Sync
Message. For processing, the Sync Server has one additional step for other types of
non-addition messages. All non-addition messages need to be matched against the
Sync Server message repository for duplicates. Duplicates are messages about
changes for the same person record no matter whether the change is made from a
single participating database or from multiple databases. Messages are inserted into
the server’s message repository only when no duplicate is found.
Deletion: The processing of deletion messages is very similar to the
processing of update messages. Their primary difference is that after the central
person id is retrieved for a record that has been deleted from local database, the
mapping of this record with central database needs to be deleted from IdMapper as
well. Very little data transformation is needed for deletion of messages since the only
necessary data in a deletion message is the information needed for another system to
verify the correct corresponding record in its database. Figure 4.8 depicts this process.
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Figure 4.8. Processing of deletion Sync Message.

Merge: Merge messages are essentially the same as deletion messages. The
person record that was merged into another in local database is deleted from the
central database, as is its mapping in IdMapper database. The final message contains
information needed by other participating databases about the merge operation that
occurred in the local database.
A Sync Message Sender instance is used to transfer messages to Sync Server. It is
also responsible for buffering the messages into a file system when the server is
temporarily unavailable. Additional attempts to send out the buffered messages are
made again when Channel Monitor is up and running again. Figure 4.9 is a sequence
diagram illustrating the process of sending out messages with Sync Message Sender.
Sync Message Listener. The role of Sync Message Listener is fairly simple. It

Figure 4.9. Generating and transferring Sync Messages with Channel Monitor.
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is responsible for receiving incoming messages published from Sync Server and then
stores those messages in a temporary cache file.
Sync Message Pusher. As suggested by its name, Sync Message Pusher reads
in the newly received messages and then pushes them into a designated message
database in the participating system. However, all the data included in the messages
are still presented in a global format. For the participating system to be able to directly
utilize those data, another series of translation and formatting needs to be done before
the messages are pushed into the designated message database. Logically, we simply
integrate the translator and formatter component into Sync Message Pusher and then
configure it to simply reverse the transformation as done in Channel Monitor.
However, a different set of rules is needed here to make that happen.
Update Executor. The role of Update Executor is similar to that of Sync Message
Pusher except that in the final step, the messages are not simply pushed into another
database. Instead, it provides the users with an interface to specify with queries and
update statements how they want the changes represented directly into their own
database. In this way, changes happening to one participating database can be
replicated to other(s) in a heterogeneous way. It is the participating system’s choice to
either store the messages they subscribed or commit the changes represented by those
messages into their database, or they can do both. With the first choice, they can have
their own program to process those messages.
4.2.5 Sync Server
Sync Server’s responsibility is to collect messages from all Sync Agents and
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then distribute the messages according to the subscription list of each subscriber.
Sync Message Listener. Sync Message Listener is a service that listens for
incoming messages sent from Sync Agents. The processing of an incoming message
with Sync Message Listener is illustrated in Figure 4.10. When a message is received
by the listener, if the message is not an addition message, we need to first match the
message against the existing messages of the same type to see if there is a duplicate in
the server message repository. This is necessary since for a person record, more than
one participating database may perform the same change on it. To avoid messages
about the same change on the same person “bouncing” around the integrated system
again and again, deduplication of messages is needed here. As illustrated in the
sequence diagram in Figure 4.10, only when the matching result is false does the
message gets inserted into the message repository. Matching is not needed for
addition messages since before the creation of each addition message, it has already
been matched against the central database. Duplication of addition messages is not
possible here.
Sync Message Publisher. Sync Message Publisher is the real distributor of
messages. It takes messages from the server message repository according to the
subscription list of each subscriber and publishes messages to them concurrently.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the process of publishing messages to Sync Agents.
Specifically, the Sync Message Publisher creates a thread instance of Publisher
Workerfor each subscriber that is up and listening. Then, each of the workers starts to
publish messages toward a specific subscriber. When all the workers are done, the
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Sync Message Publisher checks the running status of each of them and updates its
configuration file accordingly. Figure 4.12 shows the structure of a SyncServer.

Figure 4.10. Server Sync Message Listener processes an incoming message.
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Figure 4.11. Sync Message Publisher initializing and publishing process.
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Figure 4.12. Class diagram for Sync Server package.

4.3 Data Transformation Process
As mentioned above, the data extracted from a participating database by
scanning the registered channels is raw data that has a completely local representation.
For a participating database to be able to comprehend and use the data, it has to be
transformed into a format that is consistent with the subscribing database’s format. To
avoid coupling between the publishing database and the subscribing database, the data
is first transformed to a global format that meets the standard of the integrated system.
At the receiving end, the Sync Agent associated with each of the subscribing systems
is responsible for transforming the data into its local representation. After this step,
the data is handed over to the participating program by either Sync Message Pusher or
Update Executor. The participating program needs not to be aware of the difference
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Publisher Format

Sync Agent

Publisher

Global Format

Sync Agent

Subscriber Format
Subscriber

Figure 4.13. Two-step data transformation of the Sync Engine.

between its own particular data representation between and that of other participating
programs. In this two-step transformation process, schematic and semantic
heterogeneities are hidden from each of the participating programs. Figure 4.13
illustrates this process.
With the Sync Agent, each step of the above two-step transformation is carried
out by three components: Channel, Translator and Formatter. Details on how data is
transformed with each of the three components are described in this section.
4.3.1

Schematic Data Transformation with Detecting Queries
As mentioned above, detecting queries are written as SQL queries that comply

with each of the participating databases’ DBMS standard. The powerful nature of
SQL provides the ability to restructure data by joining and putting query conditions
on tables, the ability to change field names by aliasing them, as well as the ability to
cast some simple data types with built in functions. Therefore, the data transformation
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process of the Sync Engine starts right when data is extracted from a participating
database via SQL queries. Most of the table conflicts and attribute name conflicts are
resolved with SQL queries. Beyond those schema transformations, the Sync Engine
tries to limit the use of SQL to translate the representation and format as much as
possible. For a cleaner design, the translation logics should be expressed through the
translator or the formatter whenever it is possible.
4.3.2

Data Translation with Dynamic Translator
To provide highly flexible functionality, the Translator is designed as a

“skeleton” interface. None of the translation logic is fixed in code before runtime.
Instead, it allows user to specify a set of translation rules. Each of the rules specifies
certain translation logic for one or multiple fields in the message data. Each of the
translation rules is then loaded by the Translation Rule Loader and converted to
dynamic code logic in the concrete implementation of the Translator. The
implementation is compiled whenever any of the rules is changed and loaded into
JVM during runtime. The initialization of Translator and Formatter is illustrated in
Figure 4.14.
In general, with each of the translation rules, a user may specify a list of input
fields and a list of output fields. Input fields represent a list of data fields the rule will
take from the message data as source data. Output fields are the data fields that the
rule puts into the message data as the translation result. Users also can use regular
expressions to specify a list of patterns to filter the input data. In this way, only data
that matches at least one pattern in the pattern list gets translated by the rule. Each
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Figure 4.14. Initialization of translator and formatter.

translation rule also has a rule type associate with it. Each of the types corresponds to
a type of translation achieved by the rule. Here are the types of translation rules:


Dictionary TranslationRule—As its name indicates, the dictionary translation
rule translates data with a dictionary mapping. It takes a value from a field that is
contained in the input field list and looks up the corresponding output value in the
dictionary. The dictionary is specified by the user through configuration.



Expression TranslationRule—The expression translation rules allow one to take
values of all the input fields as variables and then use these variables to write
expressions of the translation logic. Output fields are also used to declare as
variables, and the final results are assigned to the output variables and put back
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Figure 4.15. Class diagram for TranslationRule.

into message data.


Query TranslationRule—With the query translation rule, the user is able to
specify a database query that contains parameter fields. All values associated with
the input fields are passed to the query as parameters. A query can be made
through a database connection to either a local database or a remote one. The user
is responsible for specifying and choosing the connection. Like expression
translation, the query result is put back into the message data with field names
specified by the output field list. Figure 4.15 shows the design of
TranslationRule.

4.3.3

Data Formatting with Formatter
Formatter carries out two types formatting, general data format and date

format. Formatter only formats existing data; it does not change the name of data
fields or translate data in anyway.


Format—With the general format rule, the user specifies a list of data fields that
need to be formatted. The rule also contains an optional pattern list that allows the
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Figure 4.16. Class diagram for Format and DateFormat.



user to filter data to be formatted with regular expressions. How data is formatted
is specified with Actions. An action can be either ADD or REPLACE. That
means the action will either add a given string in certain positions of the data
string that needs to be formatted or replace a target string with a given string.



Date Format—Date format rules are specifically designed to format date values.
User need to provide the input date value’s date format with a format string and
specify an output date format. Pattern list is also allowed in a date format rule.
Figure 4.16 gives the design of Format and DateFormat.

4.4 Other Implementation Issues
One of the requirements for the Sync Engine is to access data from
participating databases that are running on different platforms with different DBMS.
To achieve this, the Sync Engine resorts to Java’s platform independent feature and its
wide support for various relational databases with JDBC. This means any database
that has a JDBC driver and runs on a system that has a JVM can be integrated with the
Sync Engine.
For debugging and maintenance purposes, the Sync Engine allows flexible
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logging mechanisms by using the log4j framework. The advanced features of log4j
allows user to freely choose what to log, how to log, and where to log. One example
of how the Sync Engine takes the advantage of log4j is its logging for Translator. The
Sync Engine allows the user to define whether to log the error when an unexpected
condition is true during the translation process. Further, this is done on a rule-by-rule
basis. When a translation rule meets some unexpected, anomaly data, the user can
choose to either log the incorrect data or not. This is especially useful when
integrating a database whose data quality is bad.
The design of the Sync Engine involves dozens of classes and configuration
artifacts. All of the components on the agent and server side are fully distributed. A
successful implementation needs extensive testing from the bottom to top. Unit testing
is indispensable for each of the basic classes to make sure they are functioning
properly. A system test is conducted with dummy data and databases. A regression
test is conducted from time to time when new a component is integrated into the
system.
A JDBC connection, UDP sockets, and RMI are used by distributed
components to communicate with each other. Agents access a local database’s data
directly through a JDBC connection. Agents send messages to the server through RMI.
RMI ensures delivery of messages and has a built-in buffering mechanism to handle
concurrent calls. The server will then publish messages to agents via UDP sockets.
Since the server needs to publish to multiple agents at the same time, its design is
multi-threaded, enabling forwarding messages through UDP sockets for faster
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message delivery. Buffering is implemented at both the server and the agent side to
ensure reliable communication.
To verify the design and implementation of the Sync Engine, with some minor
adaptations, we it applied to a person-centric information system, namely, CHARM.
The next chapter gives the details of this process as well as an evaluation of the result
and a discussion on some potential improvements within CHARM.
4.5 Discussion
The strength of the Sync Engine mainly comes from it flexible design. The
following sections discuss the design decisions that contribute to the Sync Engine’s
great flexibility and how the flexible design can be applied to various systems.
4.5.1

Flexibility of the Sync Engine Design
The publish-subscribe model contributes the most to the Sync Engine’s

flexible architecture. In a publish-subscribe system, publishers are loose-coupled with
subscribers. With the topics (or channels in the Sync Engine) specified, publishers
need not be aware of who the subscribers are, the number of subscribers, and the
technical and political identities of the subscribers. At the same time, security is not
compromised. All messages in a publish-subscribe system have to be routed through
the server. By managing the subscriptions of each subscriber centrally on the server,
maximum security is enforced to make sure no subscriber gets messages to which it is
not subscribed.
Moreover, with the help of the flexible interface, the Sync Engine allows users,
i.e. system administrators or managers, to customize the data transformation process.
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The user does not need to be aware of any technical details about other subscribers.
The two-step data transformation process of the Sync Engine only requires a user to
understand the mapping relationship between their own local databases’ data
representation and the global representation. The publisher’s data format is decoupled
with those of its subscribers.
Furthermore, the asynchronous communication model and the buffering
mechanism on both the agent and the server side allow the publishers and subscribers
to be temporally decoupled. Publishers and subscribers need not be running at the
same time. The sending of messages from publishers and receiving of messages by
subscribers can happen with different frequencies.
Users also have great flexibility in defining topics (channels) they want to
publish as long as there is a common knowledge on the contents (not format and
representations) of the topics between the publishers and subscribers.
On the other hand, the Sync Agent has been designed generally. This means
everything specific to a local database can be set through configuration. A Sync Agent
component is not biased towards any specific participating database or any specific
channel. However, it is designed to be compatible with as many types of databases as
possible, and it gives the user sufficient power to define topics.
Finally, participating databases, the Channel Monitor and Sync Message
Listener components of Sync Agents, and Sync Server are designed to be fully
distributed across network boundaries. This allows each of the above components to
be located on a different host or network, which gives both participating programs and
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the integrated system great freedom on positioning the system based on both technical
and non-technical reasons.
4.5.2

Application of the Sync Engine
With proper configuration and little adaptation, the Sync Engine may be used

in several ways among information systems whether they are integrated or not. This
section describes how the Sync Engine should be adapted for each situation.
The most important function of the Sync Engine is heterogeneous data
replication between different databases, as mentioned earlier. We simply configure
channels to extract data that needs to be replicated as with with any regular channel.
Data is transformed and packed into Sync Messages and then routed to subscribers by
Sync Server. At the subscriber Sync Agent end, data is transformed to a subscriber
format as usual. Only here, we need to configure Update Executor of this agent to
commit changes directly into the subscriber’s database. In this way, updates to certain
data at the publisher end are replicated to subscribers in an asynchronous way.
Publishers and subscribers may choose to use either a central index provided by an
integrated system or a common key index field, if they share one, to link records
regarding the same person in different databases together. For information on the
replication patterns that the Sync Engine supports, please refer to Section 2.5.4.
The Sync Engine can also be adapted to finish the ETL process needed for
data warehousing as depicted in Figure 2.4. We simply configure each of the data
sources as publishers and the data warehouse as the subscriber. Data should also be
committed directly into the data warehouse in the final step. Since data needs to be
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combined from multiple sources into one, a more sophisticated conflict resolution
mechanism may be needed here.
With the Sync Engine’s platform independent feature and its data
transformation ability, it can be directly used in the situation wherein data needs to be
migrated from a legacy platform to a new one. Schematic and representational
changes can be made through the migration process. The whole process is similar to
the ETL process, only on a smaller scale and needs no conflict resolution strategies.
Although the Sync Engine does not provide complete solution for data
integration problems, it can help with part of the integration process. For example, as
described in the following chapter, when the Sync Engine is applied to the CHARM
system, it can build and load data into a central database wherein a minimal amount of
core data is needed (usually demographic data) for identifying person records and link
them together from different data sources.
The Sync Engine may also behave like a trigger monitoring system. When
certain conditions are true in a participating database, alerts can be generated in the
form of Sync Messages and then sent to subscribers of these types of alerts. In this
case, only Sync Message Pusher needs to be configured to push messages (alerts) into
the subscriber’s alert database. Subscribers can then choose a program suited for their
own systems to either process or display the alerts according to their needs.
As we can see from the above examples, the Sync Engine’s flexible design can
provide heterogeneous data sharing ability in various environments and situations.
With little adaptation, it is also capable of dealing with non-person-centric
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information systems because of its general design. Due to the scope of work, we will
only consider its use among person-centric information systems. Future work on the
architectural design is given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATION OF SYNC ENGINE TO CHARM

This chapter describes how the Sync Engine was applied to the Child Health
Advanced Record Management (CHARM) system, an integrated child-centric
information system. The purpose of this application was to study how well the Sync
Engine functions in a person-centric information system. It also had the added benefit
of replacing CHARM’s old data loaders, since the Sync Engine could do everything
that they did and more.
CHARM is an integrated information system that enables data access across
multiple data sources. It uses an arm’s-length information broker architecture, with a
distributed MPI that stores demographic information for matching purposes.To
describe the success criteria for the Sync Engine’s application to CHARM, it is
necessary to first describe CHARM’s architecture, including its MPI, the participating
programs, related components, and the old data loaders. See Section 5.1. Next,
Section 5.2 explains the schema mapping and data transformation between the
participating databases and MPI Section 5.3 provide details about how the Sync
Engine was integrated into CHARM. A series of testing procedures verified the
correctness of this integration. Section 5.4 describes this testing activity. An
evaluation of the application and suggestions for improvements appear in Section 5.5.
5.1 Overview of CHARM Environment
5.1.1

CHARM’s Master Person Index (MPI)
CHARM’s MPI constists of a core database and a set of identifier linking
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Figure 5.1. CHARM’s MPI.

tables, one for each participating program. The sole purpose of core database is to
store demographic information about persons known to CHARM, so CHARM’s
Matcher can determine whether a new record from a participating program is for a
person already known to the system. Collectively the linking tables, called
IDMappers, connect records from the individual participating program together, using
global identifier, called charm_id. See Figure 5.1. As depicted in the figure, record A5
from participating program (PP) A is connected to record B5 from PP B through their
IdMappers.
The Sync Engine relies on CHARM’s MPI to ensure that an event for a given
person, X, in participating program, A, will be published in such a way, that when it
arrives at another participating program, B, it is associated with the record in B that
represents X.


Below is a summary of the schema of the CHARM’s core database.

charm_id uniquely identifies each person record within the CHARM
environment. It is invisible to all the participating programs.



is_adult identifies whether a record is about a child or an adult. CHARM
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mainly provides data exchange service regarding children. However, all adult
information that is associated with a given child is also loaded into the core
database for data reconciliation purposes.


List of Personal Identifier includes SSN, a newborn screening number, state
file number, and others. These identifiers are very important to Matcher for
matching purposes.



General Person Information includes first name, last name, middle name,
suffix, maiden name, mother’s maiden name, birth date, gender, birth order
(an integer to indicate the birth order in a multiple birth, with 0 meaning the
only child in this birth), birth weight oz, birth weight grams, birth city,
deceased flag (a Boolean indicating whether this person is deceased),
deceased date, ethnicity id, race id, birth utah county id, birth us state code,
birth country id, sort name, marital status id, preferred language Id, opt out
date, and note.



Person Contact Information includes the phone_number table and the
address table that store one or more phone numbers or addresses for a person
in the core database.



Person Associations person_role (child_charm_id, person_charm_id,
role_type_id) stores the association relationships between children and adult
records. It indicates the type of relationship signified by role_type_id. With
different values for role_type_id, an associated person can have the following
roles: mother, father, legal guardian, sibling, kin, primary care physician, and
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physician.
Figure 5.2 shows the structure of the core database with an entity-relationship
(ER) diagram.
5.1.2

Participating Programs
CHARM currently has six participating programs: Vital Statistics (VS), Early

Hearing Detection and Intervention (EHDI), Utah Statewide Immunization
Information System (USIIS), Office of Recovery Services Information System
(ORSIS), Early Intervention (EI), and Newborn Screening (NBS). Each participating
program was designed and operates independently. The heterogeneity problems
mentioned in Chapter 2 present themselves in these systems.
5.1.3

Core Agent
Principally, the Core Agent in CHARM is designed to take care of all the

manipulation of data in the core database. Since the design of the Sync Engine should
treat the core database like any participating database, it also needs to have direct
access to core database. So, here, Core Agent is used only to add new person records
into the core when the new record is detected in a participating program’s Sync Agent
side. Changes represented by other channels that affect the core database are carried
out directly with the core database’s Sync Agent when messages generated from these
channels are published to the agent. The Core Agent here acts like the
CentralDBAgent mentioned in Chapter 4. For each record that needs to be inserted by
Core Agent, Channel Monitor needs to prepare and wrap corresponding data in an
instance whose type is compatible with the Core Agent interface.

Figure 5.2. Main structure of CHARM core database.
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5.1.4

Matcher
In Chapter 3, we mentioned the role of a record matcher to reconcile records

from different participating database. CHARM also has its own matcher to do the job.
We call it Matcher with a capital M. The Matcher provides an interface that allows
other components to check if a person is already known to CHARM. Depending on
the participating program, Matcher needs a specific set of demographic data from the
participating program for the person to be matched for better matching accuracy. The
Sync Engine is responsible for retrieving and preparing those data for Matcher. The
set of data fields used for matching are called matching criteria. The Sync Engine
allows users to specify matching criteria in Sync Agent’s configuration. The users are
also able to define the queries for the Sync Engine to extract data specified in the
criteria. For an example of the configuration, see the Channel Monitor configuration
file sample listed in the Appendix.
5.1.5

Address Cleaner
As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, data quality problems are generally presented

in different kinds of data among real world databases. Hence, a data cleansing
processes is needed to enable the proper exchange of data between heterogeneous
databases. Address Cleaner is a third-party tool specifically designed to clean and to
standardize all types of address data. For transforming address data, the Sync Engine
resorts to this specialized tool for better accuracy. Channel Monitor needs to prepare
and feed Address Cleaner with raw address data in a specific format.
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5.1.6

Data Loaders
Initially, CHARM had a set of Data Loaders, one for each PP, that ran on a

periodic basis to load new record from their associated PP’s, into core database. These
old Data Loaders had several design flaws:


Data transformations were hard coded into the program, so there was no easy
way to change that logic.



Only new records are loaded into the core database; updates to records and
other types of changes to the database cannot be synchronized with the core
database.



Whenever a new participating database needs to be integrated, a new data
loader has to be written for it.



Whenever the structure of a participating database is changed, or the
confidentiality policy of a participating program is changed, its data loader
needs to be changed or rewritten.



Only single direction data communication is allowed—from participating
program to core database.
With the Sync Engine, the schema and data transformation process is fully

configurable, and the pattern of data sharing and the way that data can be
synchronized are much more flexible.
At the time, the Sync Engine was adapted for CHARM to synchronize major
identifying demographic information changes from participating programs with core
database. This goes beyond the simple data loading tasks achieved with data loaders.
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The Sync Engine also allows different participating databases to synchronize data
with each other directly.
5.2 Heterogeneous Databases in CHARM
Each of the participating information systems were designed and development
independently by programming teams. So their database systems are naturally very
different. This section will look at these differences in terms of platforms, structure,
and data.
5.2.1

Platform Differences
According to the needs of each participating program, individual sytem

administrators may choose their system to be running on different operating systems
and their data hosted with different DBMS from different vendors. Table 5.1 lists all
the DBMSs used by each of CHARM’s participating programs. From the perspective
of the Sync Engine, the core database (refered as CORE when considered as a
participating program) is also considered a data source similar to other participating
programs.
All the DBMSs listed in Table 5.1 are relational database systems, support

Table 5.1. Participating Programs and Their DBMS.
Participating Program

DBMS

VS

MySQL

EHDI

SQL Server

EI

SQL Server

NBS

ORACLE

USIIS

ORACLE

ORSIS

DB2

CORE

PostgreSQL
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multiple forms of connectivity, including JDBC, and provide sufficient support for
standalone SQL processing.
5.2.2

Structural Differences
The schema of each participating database is unique, even for specific types of

data. In this implementation, our greatest concern was the representation of common
demographic data in these databases, and how they each represent and store those data
in a different way. However, some of the participating databases do use a database
structure that is similar to others. Here, we divide the schema of the databases into
two categories: the ones whose child information and associate adult information are
stored in different records and the ones who store these two types of information in
one record for each child. The logic behind this categorization stems from the fact that
CHARM mainly focuses on child-centric information exchange. Almost all the
existing participating systems are child-centric. However, some of the systems view
adults and children as similar “persons” while others do not. The ending result is that
some systems represent an associated adult as part of the factual data about a child
and therefore store said information together with each child record, while other
systems choose to further normalize the schema and separate associated adult
information into another table to store them as individual records. We name these two
types of databases as adult-adjunctive and adult-independent databases. USIIS is a
typical example of adult-adjunctive database, and EHDI represents a typical
adult-independent database. By this standard, core database itself is an adult
independent database. Associated adults are stored as individual records in the core,
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and children and adults are differentiated with “is_adult” field.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Channel Monitor data is first
transformed into a global schema. When the Sync Engine is applied to CHARM, we
use the schema of core database as the global schema. Therefore, we present the
schema of EHDI and USIIS by comparing them with the global core schema. Table
5.2 shows the mapping relationships between EHDI and CORE schema.
All the fields that exist in CORE but not in EHDI are skipped in the mapping
table. As we can see, like the core database, EHDI’s database is also relatively highly
normalized compared to other adult-adjunctive databases. Address, alias, phone
number, etc. are all separated as a table. The only major schema difference is that
children and adults records are stored in the Baby and Person tables respectively,
whereas in CORE, they are all stored in the Person table. Due to this, we get a
relatively clean mapping between CORE and EHDI’s schema. Besides the CORE and
EHDI databases, the EI database is also an adult-independent database.
Now, let us look at the USIIS database schema to see what an adult-adjunctive
database looks like. Table 5.3 shows the mapping between CORE’s and USIIS’s
schema.
In the USIIS database, almost all the demographic data are stored in one
table—Patient. Associated adult information for parents and guardians is also stored
within the patient information table. In this type of database, it is hard to get a clean
mapping for all the fields. For example, the person role information and gender for
adults are all implicit. They can only be derived from field names rather from data
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Table 5.2 Schema Mapping Between CORE and EHDI Database for Demographic
Data.
CORE
Table Name

EHDI

Column Name

DataType

Table Name

Column Name

DataType

US_STATE_CODE

CHAR(2)

state

char(20)

LINE1

VARCHAR2(10

line_1

varchar(64)

VARCHAR2(10

line_2

varchar(64)

line_3

varchar(64)

city

varchar(32)

LINE2
0)
ADDRESS

Address

US_CITY

VARCHAR2(10

ZIP5

CHAR(5)

zip

varchar(10)

ZIP4

CHAR(4)

zip4

char(4)

CASS_CERTIFIED_FLAG

CHAR(1)

CASS_certified

BOOLEAN_DT

NON_US_ADDRESS_TEXT

VARCHAR2(25

city_state_zip_equiv

varchar(64)

CHARM_ID

NUMBER(20)

id

ID_DT

LAST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50

last_name

varchar(50)

FIRST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50

first_name

varchar(50)

MIDDLE_NAME

VARCHAR2(50

middle_names

varchar(50)

SUFFIX

VARCHAR2(5)

suffix

varchar(10)

PREF_LANGUAGE_ID

NUMBER(20)

preferred_language_co

CODE_DT

person_type

char(1)

IS_ADULT

CHAR(1)

Person/Baby

GENDER

CHAR(1)

gender

char(1)

DECEASED_FLAG

CHAR(1)

deceased

BOOLEAN_DT

deceased_date_yr

HTDATE_YEAR_DT

DECEASED_DATE

CHAR(10)

deceased_date_mo

HTDATE_MONTH_DT

deceased_date_dy

HTDATE_DAY_DT

PERSON

SSN

VARCHAR2(9)

national_id

varchar(20)

NEW_BORN_SCREENING_NUM

VARCHAR2(30

brn

varchar(20)

BIRTH_ORDER

NUMBER(5)

birth_order

Tinyint

birthdate_yr

HTDATE_YEAR_DT

birthdate_mo

HTDATE_MONTH_DT

birthdate_dy

HTDATE_DAY_DT

Baby

birth_datetime

Datetime

Baby

Weight

Smallint

middle_names

varchar(50)

Baby

Person
BIRTH_DATE

CHAR(10)

BIRTH_WEIGHT_GRAMS

NUMBER(5)

MAIDEN_NAME

VARCHAR2(50
Person

MOTHERS_MAIDEN_NAME

VARCHAR2(50

middle_names

varchar(50)

CHARM_ID

NUMBER(20)

person_id

ID_DT

LAST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50

last_name

varchar(40)

FIRST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50

first_name

varchar(40)

MIDDLE_NAMES

VARCHAR2(50

middle_name

varchar(40)

CHILD_CHARM_ID

NUMBER(20)

for_party_id

ID_DT

PERSON_CHARM_ID

NUMBER(20)

contact_id

ID_DT

ROLE_TYPE_ID

NUMBER(20)

contact_role_type

CODE_DT

PHONE

VARCHAR2(15

ph_number

varchar(32)

code

CODE_DT

description

CODE_DESCRIPTION_

ALIAS

PERSON_ROLE

PHONE_NUMB

Alias

ROLE_TYPE_ID

NUMBER(20)

NAME

VARCHAR2(10

Contact_Role

Phone_Number
Contact_Role_Ty

ROLE_TYPE
pe
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Table 5.3 Schema Mapping Between CORE and USIIS Database for
Demographic Data.
CORE
Table Name

USIIS

Column Name

Datatype

Table Name

Column Name

Datatype

Core fields and their mappings in USIIS for children's information
US_CITY

VARCHAR2(100)

ADDRESS_CITY

VARCHAR2(20)

US_STATE_CODE

CHAR(2)

ADDRESS_STATE

VARCHAR2(2)

LINE1

VARCHAR2(100)

ADDRESS_STREET

VARCHAR2(40)

LINE2

VARCHAR2(100)

ADDRESS_STREET2

VARCHAR2(40)

ZIP5

VARCHAR2(5)
ADDRESS_ZIP

VARCHAR2(10)

ZIP4

VARCHAR2(4)

PATIENTS
ADDRESS

PATIENTS

STATE_FILE_NUMBER

VARCHAR2(30)

LAST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

FIRST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

MIDDLE_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

SUFFIX

VARCHAR2(5)

GENDER

CHAR(1)

BIRTH_DATE

CHAR(10)

DECEASED_FLAG

CHAR(1)

SSN

VARCHAR2(9)

MOTHERS_MAIDEN_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

IS_ADULT

CHAR(1)

MEMBERSHIP

PATIENT_ID

VARCHAR2(20)

LAST_NAME

VARCHAR2(40)

FIRST_NAME

VARCHAR2(20)

MIDDLE_NAME

VARCHAR2(20)

SUFFIX

VARCHAR2(10)

PATIENTS

PERSON

PERSON_ROLE

PHONE_NUMBER

GENDER

VARCHAR2(1)

DOB

DATE

PATIENTS

STATUS_CODE

VARCHAR2(1)

PATIENTS

SSN

VARCHAR2(9)

PATIENTS

MOTHERS_MAIDEN

VARCHAR2(48)

PATIENTS

BIRTH_STATE

VARCHAR2(2)

PATIENTS

PHONE_NUMBER

VARCHAR2(10)

PATIENTS

BIRTH_US_STATE_CODE

CHAR(2)

CHILD_CHARM_ID

NUMBER(20)

PERSON_CHARM_ID

NUMBER(20)

ROLE_TYPE_ID

NUMBER(20)

PHONE

VARCHAR2(15)

Core fields and their available mappings in USIIS for mother's information

PERSON

LAST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

FIRST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

MIDDLE_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

MAIDEN_NAME
SSN
IS_ADULT

CHAR(1)

GENDER

MOTHERS_LAST

VARCHAR2(40)

MOTHERS_FIRST

VARCHAR2(20)

MOTHERS_MIDDLE

VARCHAR220)

VARCHAR2(50)

MOTHERS_MAIDEN

VARCHAR2(48)

VARCHAR2(9)

MOTHERS_SSN

VARCHAR2(9)

PATIENTS

CHAR(1)
Core fields and their available mappings in USIIS for father's information

LAST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

FATHERS_LAST

VARCHAR2(40)

FIRST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

FATHERS_FIRST

VARCHAR2(20)

MIDDLE_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

FATHERS_MIDDLE

VARCHAR220)

SSN

VARCHAR2(9)

FATHERS_SSN

VARCHAR2(9)

IS_ADULT

CHAR(1)

GENDER

CHAR(1)

PATIENTS
PERSON

Core fields and their available mappings in USIIS for guardian's information
LAST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

FIRST_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

GUARDIAN_LAST

VARCHAR2(40)

GUARDIAN_FIRST

VARCHAR2(20)

PATIENTS
PERSON

MIDDLE_NAME

VARCHAR2(50)

GUARDIAN_MIDDLE

VARCHAR220)

SSN

VARCHAR2(9)

GUARDIAN_SSN

VARCHAR2(9)

IS_ADULT

CHAR(1)
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instances. Like USIIS database, VS and NBS databases are also adult-adjunctive.
5.2.3

Data Differences
Besides the differences in the structure of the data, this section discusses the

differences in the nature of the data from several perspectives.
The scope of the data in each of the participating databases is different. Every child
born in the state needs the service of VS, EHDI, and NBS. So, their information goes
into all three of these participating programs. By contrast, only a few children take
services from EI. USIIS provides services for children that are both born in the state
or out of state. So, USIIS possesses the largest amount of data and EI stores the least
amount of data among CHARM’s current participating programs. All the rest serve all
the babies born in state, so they have a comparable amount of data. For the present,
we generally do not consider ORSIS for data analysis, given that it only receives data
from other programs.
In terms of the accuracy of the data, VS’s records are the most reliable and
complete, since it contains the official birth record for children born in the state.
Although every database contains some bad data, EHDI has the most. Human errors,
lack of information, etc. can all contribute to the bad data.
Not all the programs receive information about a child at the same time.
The baby’s data goes into VS within several weeks of its birth. EHDI can get its data
about child with just a few days of its birth. Data starts to arrive in USIIS within
several months of the birth and can continue to come into for years later. For EI, it is
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possible that a specific baby’s data never gets there.
When we adapted the Sync Engine to CHARM, all the above-mentioned
characteristics of data in participating databases were considered, and impacted the
way the Sync Agents were configured for each PP. The next sections discuss how
they affected the integration process.
5.3 Adaptation of the Sync Engine to CHARM
Although the Sync Engine is designed to work with most person-centric
integrated information systems, to fully utilize its features and flexibilities, it has to be
adapted to work within the limitations and circumstances of each integrated system.
For CHARM, the biggest limitation is that it is child-centric rather than person centric.
Also, the Sync Engine needed to be integrated with several existing components of
CHARM to achieve better design cohesion and more accurate results. The next
section discusses the adaptation to the limitations and the integration in this section.
5.3.1

Adapting to a Child-Centric CHARM Environment
The CHARM core database and some of the participating database like EHDI

and EI are person-centric database. As to demographic data, they store similar
amounts of data for children and adults. However, for those adult-adjunctive
databases like VS and USIIS, it is hard to create direct mapping for adults between
them and CORE. Due to this, only child records have index mappings between the
program_ids in participating databases and the charm_id in CORE. In CHARM, these
mappings are stored in the idmapper database, and there is an idmapper database for
each of the participating programs. As we discussed, charm_id is the unique identifier
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of all the persons known to CHARM. With idmapper databases, charm_id become the
connection between a child’s data in different participating databases. Therefore, the
Sync Engine naturally adopts charm_id as the global person identifier for the
integrated systems of CHARM. Thus, within CHARM, person_id mentioned in
Chapter 3 is the same as charm_id.
The fact that we cannot directly relate adults from participating program to
CORE means we cannot independently exchange messages regarding adults in
CHARM. Changes to associated adult data can only be viewed as part of the changes
to its related child. Therefore, a person_id in a Sync Message of CHARM is always a
child’s charm_id even if the message itself is generated from an adult data change
channel.
5.3.2

Other Adaptation Issues
When the Sync Engine processes child and adult addition channels to insert

new person records into the core database, the sequence in which different
participating databases are processed matters. Since the Sync Engine will match
detected new records in participating databases against existing records in core
database, it is important to load new records from the most reliable and accurate data
source first. As analyzed earlier, the VS database provides the most reliable and
complete data. Therefore, the Sync Engine synchronizes CORE’s data with VS
database first. Loading VS’s new high quality data into the core database first makes
it much easier for Matcher to get accurate matches.
Besides, the sequence of data loading, the timing of loading some records into
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CORE also matters for some data source. In the USIIS database, information about a
child is usually not complete when first inserted. It takes a period of time for USIIS to
modify some potentially inaccurate information and to supplement some missing
information. Before USIIS’s new records become stable, it is hard to get those records
correctly matched with CORE. Therefore, it is important to put USIIS’ new records
on hold for a certain period and load them into CORE when they are relatively stable.
We configured a specific channel (ORSIS Child Channel) with which ORSIS
can receive data from VS. With this channel, some nondemographic data also gets
synchronized. Both VS and ORSIS Sync Agent need to be aware of the exact
definition of the channel. Since the schema of VS and ORSIS databases both contain
a very reliable identifier—state_file_number, it is sufficient to use it to reconcile data
between the two databases. So, for Sync Messages generated from this specific
channel, the Sync Engine allows their charm_id value to be null. This means, for
publishers and subscribers that share some common identifier, the global person
identifier becomes optional. However, as not all the persons from participating
programs are known to the central database, sometimes it is more flexible and
efficient to skip the global identifier.
5.4 Sync Engine for CHARM Work Summary
5.4.1

Work Summary
In total, for data loading and data synchronization between CORE and

participating databases plus the synchronization between VS and ORSIS data, we
defined 21 channels. Among them, twenty are data channels regarding demographic
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data changes, with the exception of ORSIS Child channel. Table 5.4 lists all the
current CHARM channels together with their type and a description of the purpose of
each channel.
We separated the changes to VS names, birth dates, social security numbers,
and deceased information into independent channels, as we only consider changes to

Table 5.4. CHARM Data Change Channels.
Channel
Channel Name

Description
Type

Child Record

Addition

Data channel for synchronization of new child records

Adult Record

Addition

Data channel for synchronization of new adult data

Child Phone Number

Addition

New phone numbers are loaded for children with this channel

Adult Phone Number

Addition

New phone numbers are loaded for adults with this channel

Child Address

Addition

New addresses are loaded for children with this channel

Adult Address

Addition

New addresses are loaded for adults with this channel

ORSIS Child

Addition

Data channel for ORSIS Interim table

Child Legal Name

Update

Data channel for synchronization of child name changes from VS

Adult Legal Name

Update

Data channel for synchronization of adult name changes from VS

Child Legal SSN

Update

Data channel for synchronization of child SSN changes from VS

Adult Legal SSN

Update

Data channel for synchronization of adult SSN changes from VS

Child Legal Birthdate

Update

Data channel for synchronization of child birth date changes from VS

Adult Legal Birthdate

Update

Data channel for synchronization of adult birth date changes from VS

Child Legal Decease

Data channel for synchronization of child decease information
Update

Information

changes from VS

Child Name

Update

Adult Name

Update

Data channel for synchronization of child name changes
Data channel for synchronization of parents and guardian name
changes

Child Birthdate

Update

Adult Birthdate

Update

Data channel for synchronization of child birth date changes
Data channel for synchronization of parents and guardian birth date
changes
Data channel for synchronization of child decease information

Child Decease Information

Update
changes
Data channel for synchronization of adult decease information

Adult Decease Information

Update
changes
Data channel for synchronization of children that have been adopted

Child Legal Adopted

Deletion
in VS
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those kinds of data in VS as legal changes. Such changes contained in other
participating programs are not considered official. They are included in the channels
only for referential purposes. In principle, any of the participating databases other
than CORE can subscribe to any of the demographic data channels either to
synchronize certain demographic data of its own or to merely save those data
somewhere in its database.
Depending on a participating database’s schema, we configured as many as
possible of the demographic channels that apply to each participating program. We
made these decisions according to both technical and non-technical factors.
Sometimes, even though certain demographic data is available in a participating
database, the participating program’s confidential policy may still restrain the data
from being disclosed to any outsiders. By configuring channels for each participating
databases, we can flexibly accommodate these kinds of requirements. Table 5.5 lists
the statistics of configuration of channels and data transformation for all the agents for
CHARM participating systems.

Table 5.5 The Sync Engine Configuration Statistics Summary.
Participating

Published

Subscribed

Data Translation

Data

Format

Adult-adjun

Program

Channels

Channels

Rules

Rules

VS

15

0

32

9

Yes

EHDI

10

0

8

6

No

EI

11

0

3

1

No

NBS

6

0

2

0

Yes

USIIS

14

0

4

0

Yes

ORSIS

0

1

6

0

N/A

CORE

0

20

0

0

No

ctive
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As we have shown, ORSIS and CORE do not publish any data, so they each
have zero published channels. At this moment, no participating programs other then
ORSIS need to receive data from others, so they each have zero subscribed channels.
For each channel, there is a common agreement on what data fields should be
included in the messages generated from the channel. For example, we define the
Child Record channel of the Addition type to include the following fields: charm_id,
first_name, last_name, middle_name, suffix, new_born_screening_number,
birth_country, birth_us_state_code, birth_city, state_file_number, brith_order,
mothers_maiden_name, birth_date, gender, race, ssn, deceased_flag,
deceased_date,birth_weight_grams, multiple_birth, pref_language_id,
birth_facility_code. So, all the publishers who needs to publish in a Child Record
channel need to define their detecting query for the channel to conform to the above
channel contract. However, it is allowable to have some fields absent if they are
missing from a participating database’s schema. Please refer to the Appendix for an
example of a participating database’s definition of channels in the Channel Monitor
configuration file.
Like defining detecting queries for channel, design of data translation rules
and data format rules is also done by comparing and analyzing the schemas and data
representations of participating databases and those of CORE. Remember, as
mentioned earlier, CORE’s schema and data representation is used as the global
schema, so raw data from each data source needs to be transformed to CORE format
first. Most rules can be designed after viewing and analyzing schemas of different
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databases; however, to know the exact format for some data, we have to extract
sample records from the databases. For some exceptional data instances like an
ill-formatted ssn or some other incorrect data due to typos, we may not be able to
design translation or format rules for them until they actually cause a compatibility
problem in the system. For an example of the transformation rules, please refer to the
example configuration files in the Appendix.
5.4.2

Evaluation
In general, the application of the Sync Engine to CHARM systems was

successful. It fulfilled all the requirements of CHARM.
Given the heterogeneities of participating systems in CHARM, the Sync
Engine was able to accommodate all the systems’ data sharing needs by merely
configuring a Sync Agent for them. No program change was necessary after the Sync
Agent components were reliably tested. All the compatibility problems caused by
schema differences, data format differences, and exceptional data were resolved by
designing new rules for data translation and formatting in the end. Our design of the
Translator and Formatter fulfilled their goals when applied to CHARM environment.
System and connection failures were all considered and handled to ensure no
data got lost through the entire data publishing and distribution process. This was
achieved through the buffering mechanisms as well as graceful failure shutdown
features at each of the data sending and receiving ends.
In terms of speed, a normal daily synchronization execution takes three to four
hours. This execution process includes extracting data from participating databases,
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collecting data from all the publisher agents, distributing collected data to the
subscriber agents, and finally processing all the data in the subscriber databases.
Depending on the data size of the participating databases, their running speed can
differ dramatically. As long as the total execution time stays within 12 hours (one
whole night’s time), it is acceptable to CHARM’s requirement.
Although configuring the entire the Sync Engine for CHARM required a great
amount of analyzing and testing, we consider it still much for efficient than writing a
wrapper program for each of the participating systems. Most importantly, there is
plenty of space and flexibility for enabling future data sharing requirements with the
Sync Engine. For example, when a new participating system needs to be integrated
into CHARM and its data needs to be synchronized with CORE, all we need to do
with the Sync Engine is to configure a Sync Agent for it. This includes defining
corresponding channels and data transformation rules. After this, with some tests on
the queries and rules, the agent is ready to function with the rest of the systems.
Another very likely scenario for future data sharing needs is when one or several
system(s) requires sharing of a certain type of data (nondemographic) with another or
several other system(s). If all the systems are already integrated with the Sync Engine
and have a Sync Agent configured for each of them, all we need to do is to define a
new channel and configure the channel at the publishing ends and subscribing ends.
The level of data sharing flexibility provided by the Sync Engine is much higher than
with some wrapper programs like the data loaders that CHARM had previously.
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5.5 Future Work with CHARM
Although we validated the major features of the design of the Sync Engine
with CHARM in smany ways, the task is far from being complete. In the future, when
more participating programs become subscribers and more types of data are shared
with new channels, then the Sync Engine will be able to flex its muscles even more
and show its power for different kinds of data sharing patterns with its flexible
architecture. Our current work on the Sync Engine with CHARM only verified data
warehousing and peer-to-peer types of data exchange. In the future, we are very likely
to see other ways of data synchronization with the Sync Engine in CHARM. This can
include multi-master replication, master-slave replication, or hybrids of both as
mentioned in the introduction of data replication in Chapter 2.
Moreover in the future, the CHARM systems are moving to a person-centric
scenario from current child-centric one. We expect the Sync Engine to be able to
handle this with ease, as it was originally designed for person-centric systems.
The design of the Sync Engine also includes merge type of changes within
Channel and Sync Message. However, CHARM’s Merger component was not ready
yet at the time of our work. When it is ready, we would like to integrate CHARM’s
Merger with the Sync Engine so that it can detect and synchronize merge type of data
changes in the future.
Besides the work that can be done with the Sync Engine in CHARM, there are
also some possible improvements for the general design of the Sync Engine as
discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis introduces integrated information systems and their heterogeneity
problems as well as relevant issues found in the problem of data integration and data
replication (see Chapter 2). Chapter 3 describes how our work on the Sync Engine is
related to the background areas discussed in Chapter 2. We then present the design of
the Sync Engine for general data sharing and exchange among person-centric
integrated information systems in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the results of
our experimental test to verify the design of the Sync Engine by adapting it to
CHARM environment—a child-centric integrated information system
The Sync Engine is designed to work with any person-centric information
system to provide flexible ways of data synchronization. With little modification, it is
able to work with other non-person-centric information systems as long as their
DBMS support standalone SQL query and stored procedures. The Sync Engine
supports most data replication models.
The Sync Engine relies on Java and its JDBC technology to resolve system
level heterogeneities. Schematic and semantic heterogeneities and other data quality
problems are resolved by a customized channel definition together with the design of
a dynamic data translator and a static data formatter.
For verification of the effectiveness of the Sync Engine design, we adapted it
and applied it to the CHARM systems. With domain knowledge of CHARM
participating programs together with an understanding of CHARM’s central core
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database, we were able to configure the Sync Engine for each of the participating
systems efficiently. After some testing and refinements on the configuration, we are
able to successfully use the Sync Engine to synchronize demographic data between
participating systems and CORE. Peer-to-peer data sharing was also successfully
enabled between two of the participating systems (VS and ORSIS). Right now, on
average, more than 2000 new child records are synchronized to CORE each week,
and more than 100,000 data exchange transactions are committed within the CHARM
systems.
Throughout the experiment process with CHARM, we observed the following
possible improvements on the general architecture design of the Sync Engine:


A GUI may be designed to facilitate user to access and modify all the server
and agent side configuration files. Going through some of the huge
configuration xml files can be painful for some of the less technical users. It
helps them to have a built-in GUI. However, portability of the program may
be limited because of limited GUI support on some client systems.



From the perspective of data integration, more sophisticated approaches for
schema mapping can be applied to the Sync Engine. Please refer to Section
2.3.1 for more information on schema matching and schema mapping
problems. In general, semi-automated schema matching approaches are
useful when the size of source and target schemas is overwhelming and the
number of schemas needs to be matched is big. This is not the case with
CHARM, but it could easily be true if the Sync Engine were applied to other
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environments.


From the view of data replication, more complicated conflict resolution
techniques can be built into the Sync Engine to handle conflicting Sync
Messages. This becomes important as more and more publishers and
subscribers are registered in the system and some of the participating systems
may want to use the Sync Engine to share some very specialized medical
information. Customized and more sophisticated conflict resolution strategies
may be demanded from these systems.



As we have seen from experimenting with the Sync Engine with CHARM,
every existing integrated system may already have some existing components
that can be integrated with the Sync Engine. For the case of CHARM, we
have the Matcher, Core Agent, Address Cleaner, etc. They are all integrated
in a very similar way to the Sync Engine. So, another possible improvement
for the Sync Engine would be to make the integration of third party
components easier and pluggable. This would require some adaptation and
refactoring of the existing components’ API in the Sync Engine.
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EXAMPLE XML CONFIGURATION FILES FOR CHARM

Channel Monitor configuration file for EHDI:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?><!-- Channel Monitor
configuration for EHDI Sync Agent--><configuration>
<syncServer>
<host>charmp.state.ut.us</host>
<port>21099</port>
</syncServer>
<dbConnections>
<PPDatabase>
<databaseType>06</databaseType>
<connectionString>jdbc:microsoft:sqlserver://168.179.114.141:1777;DataBaseNa
me=Hitrack_4</connectionString>
<driverClass>com.microsoft.jdbc.sqlserver.SQLServerDriver</driverClass>
<username>hitrack40</username>
<password>password</password>
</PPDatabase>
<idmapperDatabase>
<databaseType>05</databaseType>
<connectionString>jdbc:postgresql://charmp.state.ut.us:5432/IDMAP_V2</conne
ctionString>
<driverClass>org.postgresql.Driver</driverClass>
<username>IDMAP_V2</username>
<password>password</password>
</idmapperDatabase>
<otherDatabaseConnection>
<dbName>database1</dbName>
<databaseType>00</databaseType>
<connectionString/>
<driverClass/>
<username/>
<password/>
</otherDatabaseConnection>
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</dbConnections>
<idmapper>
<getCharmIdStmt>SELECT charm_id
FROM idmapper_ehdi
WHERE program_id = '@program_id'
</getCharmIdStmt>
<getProgramIdStmt>SELECT program_id
FROM idmapper_ehdi
WHERE charm_id = '@charm_id'
</getProgramIdStmt>
<addIdMappingStmt>INSERT INTO idmapper_ehdi(program_id, charm_id)
VALUES('@program_id', '@charm_id')
</addIdMappingStmt>
<deleteIdMappingStmt>DELETE FROM idmapper_ehdi
WHERE charm_id = '@charm_id'
</deleteIdMappingStmt>
<checkProgramIdStmt>SELECT COUNT(*) FROM idmapper_ehdi
WHERE program_id = '@program_id'
</checkProgramIdStmt>
</idmapper>
<matcher>
<serverIP>charmp.state.ut.us</serverIP>
<port>25301</port>
<timeout>30000</timeout><!--in ms-->
<resendLimit>3</resendLimit>
<criteria>
<child>
<criterion>publisher_id</criterion>
<criterion>new_born_screening_number</criterion>
<criterion>last_name</criterion>
<criterion>first_name</criterion>
<criterion>middle_name</criterion>
<criterion>birth_order</criterion>
<criterion>birth_date</criterion>
<criterion>birth_weight_grams</criterion>
<criterion>gender</criterion>
<criterion>birth_facility_code</criterion>
<criterion>address</criterion>
<criterion>phone</criterion>
<criterion>associate_person</criterion>
</child>
<adult><!--adult including adult, mom, dad, physician and guardian-->
<criterion>publisher_id</criterion>
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<criterion>last_name</criterion>
<criterion>first_name</criterion>
<criterion>middle_name</criterion>
<criterion>maiden_name</criterion>
<criterion>birth_date</criterion>
<criterion>gender</criterion>
<criterion>address</criterion>
<criterion>phone</criterion>
<criterion>role_id</criterion>
</adult>
</criteria>
<matcherQuery>
<name>childQuery</name>
<query>SELECT brn AS new_born_screening_number, last_name,
first_name, middle_names AS middle_name, birth_order, birth_datetime AS
birth_date, weight AS birth_weight_grams, gender, birthing_facility_id AS
birth_facility_code
FROM baby
WHERE id = '@program_id'
</query>
</matcherQuery>
<matcherQuery>
<name>adultQuery</name>
<query>SELECT last_name, first_name, middle_names AS middle_name,
gender, birthdate_dy, birthdate_mo, birthdate_yr, contact_role_type AS role_id
FROM person INNER JOIN contact_role ON person.id =
contact_role.contact_id
WHERE id = '@program_id' AND (contact_role_type =
'CAAABBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59641' OR contact_role_type =
'CAAABBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59642'OR contact_role_type =
'CAAABBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59643')
</query>
</matcherQuery>
<matcherQuery>
<name>childAddressQuery</name>
<query>SELECT line_1 AS line1, line_2 AS line2, city AS us_city, state AS
us_state_code, zip AS zip5, zip4
FROM address
WHERE party_id = '@program_id'
</query>
</matcherQuery>
<matcherQuery>
<name>adultAddressQuery</name>
<query>SELECT line_1 AS line1, line_2 AS line2, city AS us_city, state AS
us_state_code, zip AS zip5, zip4
FROM address
WHERE party_id = '@program_id'
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</query>
</matcherQuery>
<matcherQuery>
<name>childPhoneQuery</name>
<query>SELECT ph_number AS phone
FROM phone_number
WHERE party_id = '@program_id'
</query>
</matcherQuery>
<matcherQuery>
<name>adultPhoneQuery</name>
<query>SELECT ph_number AS phone
FROM phone_number
WHERE party_id = '@program_id'
</query>
</matcherQuery>
<matcherQuery>
<name>associatePersonQuery</name>
<query>SELECT contact_id AS adult_program_id
FROM Contact_Role
WHERE for_party_id = '@program_id' AND(contact_role_type =
'CAAABBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59641' OR contact_role_type =
'CAAABBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59642')
</query>
</matcherQuery>
</matcher>
<addressCleaner>
<serverIP>charmp.state.ut.us</serverIP>
<port>5201</port>
<timeout>10000</timeout><!--in ms-->
<resendLimit>2</resendLimit>
</addressCleaner>
<coreAgent>
<serverIP>charmp.state.ut.us</serverIP>
<port>21099</port>
</coreAgent>
<syncAgent>
<publisherId>02</publisherId>
<lastrunDate>20090601</lastrunDate><!-- in the format of yyyyMMdd -->
<lastrunTime>1300</lastrunTime><!-- in the format of HHmm -->
<isAdultInfoAdjunct>false</isAdultInfoAdjunct>
<allowNullCharmId>false</allowNullCharmId>
<localDateTimeFormat>yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.S</localDateTimeFormat>
<localDateFormat>yyyy-MM-dd</localDateFormat>
<localTimeFormat>HH:mm:ss.S</localTimeFormat>
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<currentMessageId>00000000001</currentMessageId>
<registeredChannels>
<channel>
<channelName>Child Record</channelName>
<channelType>addition</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT b.id AS program_id, pm.idnumber AS
backup_nbsn, b.last_name AS last_name, b.first_name AS first_name,
b.middle_names AS middle_name, b.suffix AS suffix, b.birth_datetime AS birth_date,
b.deceased AS deceased_flag, b.deceased_date_dy AS deceased_date_dy,
b.deceased_date_mo AS deceased_date_mo, b.deceased_date_yr AS
deceased_date_yr, b.gender, b.national_id AS ssn, b.brn, b.birth_order AS birth_order,
b.weight AS birth_weight_grams, b.multiple AS multiple_birth,
b.preferred_language_code AS pref_language_id, b.birthing_facility_id AS
birth_facility_code
FROM Baby b LEFT OUTER JOIN
Person_assigned_medical_id_for_birth_at_facility pm ON b.id = pm.person_id
WHERE (b.entered_on &gt;
'@lastRunWholeDateTime')
AND (NOT EXISTS
(SELECT *
FROM CharmBabySyncData
WHERE b.id =
CharmBabySyncData.id)
)
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
<channel>
<channelName>Adult Record</channelName>
<channelType>addition</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT cr.for_party_id AS program_id, cr.contact_id
AS adult_program_id, cr.contact_role_type AS role_id, p.last_name, p.first_name,
p.middle_names AS middle_name, p.suffix, p.national_id AS ssn, p.birthdate_dy,
p.birthdate_mo, p.birthdate_yr, p.deceased_date_dy, p.deceased_date_mo,
p.deceased_date_yr, p.gender, p.deceased AS deceased_flag,
p.preferred_language_code AS pref_language_id
FROM (contact_role AS cr INNER JOIN person
AS p ON cr.contact_id = p.id) INNER JOIN baby b ON cr.for_party_id = b.id
WHERE cr.change_datetime &gt;
'@lastRunWholeDateTime'
AND (cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59641' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59642' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59643' )
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
<!-<channel>
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<channelName>Child Address</channelName>
<channelType>addition</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT party_id AS program_id, line_1 AS line1,
line_2 AS line2, city AS us_city, state AS us_state_code, zip AS zip5, zip4,
city_state_zip_equiv AS non_us_address_text, cass_certified AS cass_certified_flag
FROM address a INNER JOIN baby b ON b.id =
a.party_id
WHERE a.change_datetime &gt;
'@lastRunWholeDateTime'
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
-->
<!-- load address of primary contact of baby as baby address-->
<channel>
<channelName>Child Address</channelName>
<channelType>addition</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT for_party_id AS program_id, line_1 AS
line1, line_2 AS line2, city AS us_city, state AS us_state_code, zip AS zip5, zip4,
city_state_zip_equiv AS non_us_address_text, cass_certified AS cass_certified_flag
FROM (address a INNER JOIN contact_role cr ON
a.party_id = cr.contact_id) INNER JOIN baby b ON cr.for_party_id = b.id
WHERE a.change_datetime &gt;
'@lastRunWholeDateTime'
AND (cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59657')
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
<channel>
<channelName>Adult Address</channelName>
<channelType>addition</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT cr.for_party_id AS program_id, cr.contact_id
AS adult_program_id, cr.contact_role_type AS role_id, p.last_name AS last_name,
p.first_name AS first_name,a.line_1 AS line1, a.line_2 AS line2, a.city AS us_city,
a.state AS us_state_code, a.zip AS zip5, a.zip4, a.city_state_zip_equiv AS
non_us_address_text, a.cass_certified AS cass_certified_flag
FROM ((Address a INNER JOIN Person p ON p.id =
a.party_id) INNER JOIN contact_role AS cr ON p.id = cr.contact_id) INNER JOIN
baby b ON cr.for_party_id = b.id
WHERE (a.change_datetime &gt;
'@lastRunWholeDateTime')
AND(cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59641' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59642' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59643')
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
<channel>
<channelName>Child Name</channelName>
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<channelType>update</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT b.id AS program_id, b.last_name AS
new_last_name, s.last_name AS old_last_name, b.first_name AS new_first_name,
s.first_name AS old_first_name, b.middle_names AS new_middle_name,
s.middle_names AS old_middle_name
FROM Baby b INNER JOIN CharmBabySyncData s
ON b.id = s.id
AND ( b.change_datetime &gt;
'@lastRunWholeDateTime') AND (b.last_name &lt;&gt; s.last_name OR b.first_name
&lt;&gt; s.first_name OR b.middle_names &lt;&gt; s.middle_names)
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
<channel>
<channelName>Adult Name</channelName>
<channelType>update</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT cr.for_party_id AS program_id, cr.contact_id
AS adult_program_id, cr.contact_role_type AS role_id, p.last_name AS
new_last_name, s.last_name AS old_last_name, p.first_name AS new_first_name,
s.first_name AS old_first_name, p.middle_names AS new_middle_name,
s.middle_names AS old_middle_name
FROM (Person p INNER JOIN
CharmPersonSyncData s ON p.id = s.id) INNER JOIN contact_role AS cr ON p.id =
cr.contact_id
WHERE ( p.change_datetime &gt;
'@lastRunWholeDateTime') AND (p.last_name &lt;&gt; s.last_name OR p.first_name
&lt;&gt; s.first_name OR p.middle_names &lt;&gt; s.middle_names)
AND(cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59641' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59642' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59643')
AND(EXISTS
(SELECT *
FROM baby
WHERE for_party_id = baby.id)
)
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
<channel>
<channelName>Child Birthdate</channelName>
<channelType>update</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT b.id AS program_id, b.birth_datetime AS
new_birth_date, s.birth_datetime AS old_birth_date
FROM Baby b, CharmBabySyncData s
WHERE b.id = s.id AND (b.change_datetime
&gt;'@lastRunWholeDateTime') AND (b.birth_datetime &lt;&gt; s.birth_datetime)
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
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<channel>
<channelName>Adult Birthdate</channelName>
<channelType>update</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT cr.for_party_id AS program_id, cr.contact_id
AS adult_program_id, cr.contact_role_type AS role_id, p.last_name AS last_name,
p.first_name AS first_name, p.birthdate_dy AS new_birthdate_dy, p.birthdate_mo AS
new_birthdate_mo, p.birthdate_yr AS new_birthdate_yr, s.birthdate_dy AS
old_birthdate_dy, s.birthdate_mo AS old_birthdate_mo, s.birthdate_yr AS
old_birthdate_yr
FROM ((Person p INNER JOIN
CharmPersonSyncData s ON p.id = s.id) INNER JOIN contact_role AS cr ON p.id =
cr.contact_id) INNER JOIN baby b ON cr.for_party_id = b.id
WHERE ( p.change_datetime
&gt;'@lastRunWholeDateTime') AND (p.birthdate_dy &lt;&gt; s.birthdate_dy OR
p.birthdate_mo &lt;&gt; s.birthdate_mo OR p.birthdate_yr &lt;&gt; s.birthdate_yr)
AND(cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59641' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59642' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59643')
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
<channel>
<channelName>Child Decease Information</channelName>
<channelType>update</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT b.id AS program_id, b.deceased_date_dy AS
new_deceased_date_dy, b.deceased_date_mo AS new_deceased_date_mo,
b.deceased_date_yr AS new_deceased_date_yr, b.deceased AS new_deceased_flag
FROM Baby b, CharmBabySyncData s
WHERE b.id = s.id AND (b.change_datetime
&gt;'@lastRunWholeDateTime') AND (b.deceased_date_dy &lt;&gt;
s.deceased_date_dy OR b.deceased_date_mo &lt;&gt; s.deceased_date_mo OR
b.deceased_date_yr &lt;&gt; s.deceased_date_yr OR b.deceased &lt;&gt; s.deceased)
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
<channel>
<channelName>Adult Decease Information</channelName>
<channelType>update</channelType>
<detectingQuery>SELECT cr.for_party_id AS program_id, cr.contact_id
AS adult_program_id, cr.contact_role_type AS role_id, p.last_name AS last_name,
p.first_name AS first_name, p.deceased_date_dy AS new_deceased_date_dy,
p.deceased_date_mo AS new_deceased_date_mo, p.deceased_date_yr AS
new_deceased_date_yr, p.deceased AS new_deceased_flag
FROM ((Person p INNER JOIN
CharmPersonSyncData s ON p.id = s.id) INNER JOIN contact_role AS cr ON p.id =
cr.contact_id) INNER JOIN baby b ON cr.for_party_id = b.id
WHERE (p.change_datetime
&gt;'@lastRunWholeDateTime') AND (p.deceased_date_dy &lt;&gt;
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s.deceased_date_dy OR p.deceased_date_mo &lt;&gt; s.deceased_date_mo OR
p.deceased_date_yr &lt;&gt; s.deceased_date_yr OR p.deceased &lt;&gt; s.deceased)
AND(cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59641' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59642' OR cr.contact_role_type =
'caaabbbb-fa1c-4398-9230-045d3ce59643')
</detectingQuery>
</channel>
</registeredChannels>
<dataConversions>
<dateFormat>
<fieldName>birth_date</fieldName><!--multiple fieldNames
allowed-->
<fieldName>new_birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>old_birth_date</fieldName>
<pattern>\d\d\d\d-\d\d\-\d\d \d\d:\d\d\:\d\d\.\d*</pattern>
<inputFormat>yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.S</inputFormat>
<outputFormat>yyyy/MM/dd</outputFormat>
</dateFormat>
<dateFormat>
<fieldName>birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>new_birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>old_birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>deceased_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>new_deceased_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>old_deceased_date</fieldName>
<pattern>\d\d\d\d/\d/\d\d</pattern>
<inputFormat>yyyy/M/dd</inputFormat>
<outputFormat>yyyy/MM/dd</outputFormat>
</dateFormat>
<dateFormat>
<fieldName>birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>new_birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>old_birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>deceased_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>new_deceased_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>old_deceased_date</fieldName>
<pattern>\d\d\d\d/\d/\d</pattern>
<inputFormat>yyyy/M/d</inputFormat>
<outputFormat>yyyy/MM/dd</outputFormat>
</dateFormat>
<dateFormat>
<fieldName>birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>new_birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>old_birth_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>deceased_date</fieldName>
<fieldName>new_deceased_date</fieldName>
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<fieldName>old_deceased_date</fieldName>
<pattern>\d\d\d\d/\d\d/\d</pattern>
<inputFormat>yyyy/MM/d</inputFormat>
<outputFormat>yyyy/MM/dd</outputFormat>
</dateFormat>
<format>
<fieldName>ssn</fieldName><!--multiple fieldNames allowed-->
<anomalyLogged>true</anomalyLogged>
<action>
<type>replace</type>
<target>-</target><!--multiple targets allowed-->
<value/><!--value to be replaced with or to be added-->
</action><!--multiple actions allowed-->
</format>
<format>
<fieldName>ssn</fieldName><!--multiple fieldNames allowed-->
<anomalyLogged>true</anomalyLogged>
<pattern>\d\d\d\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d</pattern>
<pattern>\d\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d\d\d</pattern>
<action>
<type>replace</type>
<target>-</target>
<value/>
</action>
<action>
<type>replace</type>
<position>9</position><!--multiple position allowed-->
<value/>
</action>
</format>
</dataConversions>
<syncDataUpdateProcedures>
<procedure>{call procCharmUpdateBabySyncData(?)}</procedure>
<procedure>{call procCharmUpdatePersonSyncData(?)}</procedure>
</syncDataUpdateProcedures>
</syncAgent>
</configuration>

Data Translation rule file for EHDI:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<dataTranslationRules>
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<translation>
<inputField>
<name>birthdate_dy</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<inputField>
<name>birthdate_mo</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<inputField>
<name>birthdate_yr</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<outputField>
<name>birth_date</name>
<type>String</type>
</outputField>
<anomalyLogged>false</anomalyLogged>
<expressionMapping><!--escape of special xml characters needed here-->
<expression>birth_date = "";</expression>
<expression>if(birthdate_yr.matches("\\d\\d\\d\\d")&amp;&amp;birthdate_mo.ma
tches("\\d+")&amp;&amp;birthdate_dy.matches("\\d+"))</expression>
<expression>birth_date =
birthdate_yr+"/"+birthdate_mo+"/"+birthdate_dy;</expression>
</expressionMapping>
</translation>
<translation>
<inputField>
<name>deceased_date_dy</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<inputField>
<name>deceased_date_mo</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<inputField>
<name>deceased_date_yr</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<outputField>
<name>deceased_date</name>
<type>String</type>
</outputField>
<anomalyLogged>false</anomalyLogged>
<expressionMapping><!--escape of special xml characters needed here-->
<expression>deceased_date = "";</expression>
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<expression>if(deceased_date_yr.matches("\\d\\d\\d\\d")&amp;&amp;deceased_d
ate_mo.matches("\\d+")&amp;&amp;deceased_date_dy.matches("\\d+"))</expression
>
<expression>deceased_date =
deceased_date_yr+"/"+deceased_date_mo+"/"+deceased_date_dy;</expression>
</expressionMapping>
</translation>
<translation><!-- Handle new born screening number -->
<inputField>
<name>brn</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<inputField>
<name>backup_nbsn</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<outputField>
<name>new_born_screening_number</name>
<type>String</type>
</outputField>
<anomalyLogged>false</anomalyLogged>
<expressionMapping>
<expression>new_born_screening_number = brn;</expression>
<expression>if(new_born_screening_number.equals("")||new_born_screening_nu
mber.equals("null"))</expression>
<expression>new_born_screening_number =
backup_nbsn;</expression>
</expressionMapping>
</translation>
<translation>
<inputField>
<name>deceased_flag</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<inputField>
<name>new_deceased_flag</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<anomalyLogged>true</anomalyLogged>
<dictionaryMapping>
<mapping>
<source>Y</source>
<target>T</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>N</source>
<target>F</target>
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</mapping>
</dictionaryMapping>
</translation>
<translation>
<inputField>
<name>multiple_birth</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<anomalyLogged>true</anomalyLogged>
<dictionaryMapping>
<mapping>
<source>Y</source>
<target>T</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>N</source>
<target>F</target>
</mapping>
</dictionaryMapping>
</translation>
<translation>
<inputField>
<name>pref_language_id</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<anomalyLogged>true</anomalyLogged>
<dictionaryMapping>
<mapping>
<source>CCCCBBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59600</source>
<target>1</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>CCCCBBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59601</source>
<target>2</target>
</mapping>
</dictionaryMapping>
</translation>
<translation>
<inputField>
<name>role_id</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<anomalyLogged>true</anomalyLogged>
<dictionaryMapping>
<mapping>
<source>CAAABBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59641</source>
<target>2</target>
</mapping>
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<mapping>
<source>CAAABBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59642</source>
<target>1</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>CAAABBBB-FA1C-4398-9230-045D3CE59643</source>
<target>5</target>
</mapping>
</dictionaryMapping>
</translation>
<translation>
<inputField>
<name>birth_facility_code</name>
<type>String</type>
</inputField>
<anomalyLogged>true</anomalyLogged>
<dictionaryMapping>
<mapping>
<source>A064C03E-CC80-42FD-8E6B-9759010D6721</source>
<target>111</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>B679CD9F-BE85-4415-BDCA-9759010D6721</source>
<target>118</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>2CDC2B7A-A1BE-434E-BF69-9759010D6721</source>
<target>136</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>AA183440-7E48-4C97-974A-9759010D6721</source>
<target>134</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>45C4609F-464D-4DE1-B846-9759010D6721</source>
<target>104</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>7268C240-F53B-49CF-9C7A-9759010D6721</source>
<target>101</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
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<source>328B3447-B652-4B16-BC83-9759010D6721</source>
<target>406</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>F0E79A0B-A92A-40EE-85FC-9759010D6721</source>
<target>145</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>D37A2DE2-F624-41E3-80B6-9759010D6721</source>
<target>144</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>6D4817A9-A427-48DF-A0E8-9759010D6721</source>
<target>103</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>A1D6CD15-479B-4987-A6A1-9759010D6721</source>
<target>106</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>6B174DEC-471E-4D4C-87D3-9759010D6721</source>
<target>113</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>7F332B16-3198-40FD-9C0A-9759010D6721</source>
<target>113</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>F833C560-5A86-453C-82DD-9759010D6721</source>
<target>119</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>6CB94213-657D-4639-85C5-9759010D6721</source>
<target>108</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>377929B2-5148-412E-AB98-9759010D6721</source>
<target>116</target>
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</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>0BFC7BCB-FDA7-4C44-BFE3-9759010D6721</source>
<target>140</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>70A66276-6008-41D2-973B-9759010D6721</source>
<target>115</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>6956C357-92FB-4213-9B17-9759010D6721</source>
<target>110</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>9F309515-40B6-4CC1-93A3-9759010D6721</source>
<target>129</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>48C183C7-A077-42C4-86F0-9759010D6721</source>
<target>139</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>3243F6B1-9BF3-4D30-9E6E-9759010D6721</source>
<target>139</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>2C4264BA-C511-49C3-8983-9759010D6721</source>
<target>703</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>C5C55155-8914-4B07-A3A8-9759010D6721</source>
<target>995</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>2CED069A-471B-44B6-A598-99DF00E25489</source>
<target>123</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>DCAEE648-4145-478C-AFD1-9759010D6721</source>
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<target>117</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>F64D8F3F-264F-49BB-94BB-9759010D6721</source>
<target>114</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>84C25762-E3AB-4AF7-876B-9759010D6721</source>
<target>107</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>0E3123B5-B27C-45E5-A330-9759010D6721</source>
<target>121</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>89E40662-720B-4733-A51E-9759010D6721</source>
<target>105</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>906496FD-B4C2-45E1-921E-9759010D6721</source>
<target>141</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>F2AF4FF0-EEE6-4011-A585-9759010D6721</source>
<target>102</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>809E5766-800C-4914-9335-9759010D6721</source>
<target>137</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>31504B46-7141-4F5E-A04F-9759010D6721</source>
<target>133</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>7A12E783-3039-4666-9269-9759010D6721</source>
<target>142</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>073FC4F1-2AC1-4104-A831-9759010D6721</source>
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<target>135</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>F612F946-8763-4117-B740-9759010D6721</source>
<target>703</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>1803C309-B487-4DC1-8E54-9759010D6721</source>
<target>126</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>1EED720B-5433-48CF-981D-9759010D6721</source>
<target>122</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>F768794D-ECD1-4D02-B09B-99E600FE7BD0</source>
<target>122</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>7AC1552B-5F13-4465-B68B-9759010D6721</source>
<target>150</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>C177A477-98F0-4A7B-9668-9759010D6721</source>
<target>120</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>D433B663-4077-47DA-BF27-9759010D6721</source>
<target>128</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>27C02563-32D2-4726-A095-9759010D6721</source>
<target>130</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>F05B1FA3-CFC4-4A9B-8934-9759010D6721</source>
<target>132</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
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<source>5DE9DCF9-58BD-4A5F-A567-9759010D6721</source>
<target>124</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>3DF5ADEA-3A7A-4441-B032-9759010D6721</source>
<target>146</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>45453CD4-64AE-4F1A-9ECD-9759010D6721</source>
<target>109</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>50B30638-47FC-462C-95ED-99E600FE2384</source>
<target>125</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>1BF026C7-2D29-44F4-A1B6-9759010D6721</source>
<target>125</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>8E859636-A8E2-42E8-9CFF-9759010D6721</source>
<target>138</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>8862DC81-2B5B-4276-A676-9759010D6721</source>
<target>112</target>
</mapping>
<mapping>
<source>DC58A74F-C577-42AD-AE91-9759010D6721</source>
<target>139</target>
</mapping>
</dictionaryMapping>
</translation>
</dataTranslationRules>
Sync Server Message Pulisher configuration:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?><!-- configuration for
Sync Server, Message Publisher to be specific--><configuration>
<publisher>
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<port>1401</port>
<lastrunDate>20090531</lastrunDate>
<lastrunTime>1911</lastrunTime>
<purgePeriod>30</purgePeriod><!--in days. After how many days a sync
message gets purged -->
</publisher>
<dbConnections>
<serverDatabase>
<databaseType>05</databaseType>
<connectionString>jdbc:postgresql://charmp.state.ut.us:5432/HL_SYNCENGIN
E</connectionString>
<driverClass>org.postgresql.Driver</driverClass>
<username>SYNCENGINE</username>
<password>password</password>
</serverDatabase>
</dbConnections>
<subscribers>
<subscriber>
<id>99</id>
<host>charmp.state.ut.us</host>
<port>1399</port>
<timeout>5000</timeout>
<resendLimit>3</resendLimit>
<lastUpDate>20090531</lastUpDate>
<lastUpTime>0024</lastUpTime>
</subscriber>
<subscriber>
<id>04</id>
<host>charmp.state.ut.us</host>
<port>1299</port>
<timeout>5000</timeout>
<resendLimit>3</resendLimit>
<lastUpDate>20090626</lastUpDate>
<lastUpTime>0024</lastUpTime>
</subscriber>
</subscribers>
<subscriptions>
<subscription>
<subscriberId>04</subscriberId>
<channel>
<name>ORSIS Child</name>
<type>addition</type>
</channel>
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</subscription>
<subscription>
<subscriberId>99</subscriberId>
<channel>
<name>Child Legal Name</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Child Name</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Adult Legal Name</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Adult Name</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Child Phone Number</name>
<type>addition</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Adult Phone Number</name>
<type>addition</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Child Address</name>
<type>addition</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Adult Address</name>
<type>addition</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Child Legal SSN</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Adult Legal SSN</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Child Legal Birthdate</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
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<name>Adult Legal Birthdate</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Child Legal Decease Information</name>
<type>update</type>
</channel>
<channel>
<name>Child Legal Adopted</name>
<type>deletion</type>
</channel>
</subscription>
</subscriptions>
</configuration>

